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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Acetyl-CoA Carboxylase (ACCase) 
Acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACCase), a biotin containing enzyme, catalyzes the 
formation of malonyl-CoA from acetyl-CoA and bicarbonate (Harwood. 1988). The 
carboxyiation reaction actually proceeds in two steps as follows; 
(BCCP) Biotin Carboxylase (EC) 
Enzyme-biotin + HCO3 + ATP >-Enzyme-biotin-C02 +ADP +Pi 
Carboxyltransferase (CT) 
Enzyme-biotin-C02 + Acetyl-CoA > Enzyme-biotin +• Malonyl-CoA 
There are structurally distinct forms of ACCase in living cells. In Escherichia coli. 
ACCase contains three separable protein components, a 5l-kD biotin carboxylase (BC) 
encoded by the accC gene, a 17-kD biotin carboxyl carrier protein (BCCP) encoded by the 
accB gene, and a 130-kD carboxyltransferase (CT) composed of a (accA ) and (3 (accD) 
subunits (Li and Cronan. 1992a, 1992b). This type of ACCase is referred to as the 
"prokaryotic" or "heteromeric form". In contrast, in animal, ftmgi and yeast cells, ACCase is 
composed of a single polypeptide of 200- to 280-kD. containing domains of BC. BCCP and 
CT (Harwood. 1996). This type of ACCase is called the "eukaryotic" or "homomeric" form. 
Prior to 1993. it was confusing as to which type of ACCase existed in plant cells. It 
was thought by many that only a eukaryotic form of ACCase existed in plant cells (Harwood. 
1988). The different molecular weights of protein bands on SDS/PAGE yielded by the 
purified ACCase from plants were unexplainable (Stumpf, 1980). The results were 
interpreted by many as the severe degradation of ACCase by endogenous proteinases during 
isolation (Harwood, 1988); however, others disagreed (Nikolau et al.. 1984; Wurtele and 
Nikolau. 1990). In spinach chloroplasts. three to four different subunits of ACCase. ranging 
from 47-kD to 120-kD. were isolated (Kannagara and Stumpf. 1972: Mohan and Kekwick. 
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1980). These are roughly comparable to the sizes of the four bacterial ACCase subunits. 
ACCases from 220- to 240-ldD were also isolated from plants (Harwood, 1988). These 
results, together with the requirement for malonyl-CoA in both the plastids and the cytosol. 
and the existence of multiple biotin containing polypeptides in plants (Nikolau et al., 1985), 
led to the hypothesis that two structurally distinct ACCases are present in plants; one in 
plastids and the other in the cytosol (Pollard and Stumpf, 1980; Nikolau et al., 1984). The 
plastidic ACCase is responsible for synthesis of fatty acids and oils; the cytosolic ACCase is 
used for making secondary products such as flavonoids and phytoalexins (Nikolau et al., 
1984; Wurtele and Nikolau, 1990). 
Heteromeric Acetyl-CoA Carboxylase 
Heteromeric ACCase is a multiple protein complex, consisting of dissociable subunits 
of biotin carboxylases, biotin carboxyl carrier protein and a and P subimits of 
carboxyltransferase. This type of ACCase is in plastids of plant cells and generates malonyl-
CoA for de novo fatty acid biosynthesis. 
Direct evidence for a heteromeric ACCase in plants emerged from findings on pea; 
the pea plastid genome was found to contain a gene similar in sequence to accD of E. coli. 
(Li and Cronan, 1992a, 1992b; Sasaki et al.. 1993). A DNA fragment of this putative CTp 
gene encoded in the pea chloroplast genome was expressed in E. coli, and antibodies were 
raised to the resultant protein. The antibodies were found to inhibit the activity of ACCase 
purified from chloroplasts. The antibodies also precipitated a protein complex containing a 
87-kD CTp subunit, a 35-kD biotinylated subunit, and a 91-kD subunit (Sasaki et al., 1993). 
The findings indicated that pea contains a CTP protein that forms a multisubunit complex 
possibly similar to that of E. coli heteromeric ACCase. 
Since then, several cDNAs and genes coding for heteromeric ACCase have been 
isolated Arabidopsis (Choi et al., 1995; Sun et al., 1997; Wen, 1997), rapeseeds 
(Elborough et al., 1996) and tobacco (Shorrosh et al., 1995). The isolated BC and BCCP and 
CTa cDNAs, all of which are nuclear-encoded, encode a putative transit sequence for 
targeting their protein products into plastids (Choi et al.. 1995; Elborough et al.. 1996; 
Shorrosh et al.. 1995; Sun et al., 1997; Wen, 1997), while the DNAs of Ctp isolated to date, 
which are encoded by the plastid genome, do not encode a transit sequence (Elborough et al.. 
1996; Wen, 1997). A cDNA coding for the BC subunit from tobacco was translated to a 
protein which was demonstrated to be taken up by plastids (Shorrosh et al., 1995). The BC 
protein is also detected in the plastids of alfalfa, castor bean and pea by western blots (Alban 
et al., 1995; Shorrosh et al., 1995). In addition, the heteromeric ACCase has been detected 
and partially purified from pea chloropiasts (Alban et al., 1994, 1995). 
Homomeric Acetyl-CoA Carboxylase 
Homomeric ACCase isolated from plants, animals, and fungi is a single, large 
polypeptide with a BC domain at N-terminus, a BCCP domain in the middle, and a CT 
domain at the C-terminus (Ohlrogge et al., 1995). In animals and fimgi, the homomeric 
ACCase is located in the cytosol, and generates malonyl-CoA solely for fatty acid 
biosynthesis (Vagelos, 1971; Wakil et al., 1983). This type of ACCase is also present in the 
cytosol of plant cells, but supplies malonyl-CoA for the elongation of fatty acids, and 
synthesis of a variety of secondary metabolites, such as cuticular waxes, flavonoids, 
stilbenoids, malonic acids, not for de novo fatty acid biosynthesis (Nikolau et al., 1984). 
In the Gramineae Family, the ACCases in both plastid and cytosol compartments are 
homomeric (Sasaki et al., 1995). The activity of ACCase from wheat plastids (i.e., the 
homomeric form) is inhibited by grass herbicides diclofop, fenoxaprop or sethoxydium, 
while ACCase from pea plastids (i. e., the heteromeric form) is resistant. Therefore, the 
sensitivity of die homomeric form of ACCase in Gramineae plastids explains the action of 
grass-specific herbicides, which have little effect on the heteromeric ACCase activity 
(Konishi et al., 1994; Alban et al., 1994; Sasaki et al., 1995). 
cDNAs and genes of homomeric ACCase have been cloned from Arabidopsis 
(Roesler, et al., 1994; Yanai et al., 1995) and cDNAs from rapeseed (Elborough et al., 
1994b), alfafa (Shorrosh et al., 1994), maize (Ashton et al., 1994) and wheat (Elborough et 
al., 1994a), and no transit peptides have been found, indicating that the enzyme is cytosolic. 
The homomeric-t\-pe ACCase has been purified from leaves of pea (Alban et al.. 1994). 
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maize (Egli et al., 1993), barley (Lichtenthaler et al.. 1992), wheat (Rendina et al.. 1988). and 
spinach (Stumpf, 1987), and seeds of soybean (Charles et al., 1986) and rapeseed (Slabas et 
al., 1985). In young pea leaves and in leek leaves, homomeric ACCase was detected in 
epidermal tissue (Alban et al., 1994; Caffrey et al., 1997). 
Regulation of Acetyl-CoA Carboxylase 
Several studies have focused on the regulation of ACCase activity in relation to fatty 
acid biosynthesis. In spinach leaves, the ACCase activity, regulated by light/dark, was 
reported to be responsible for the modulation of the fatty acid synthesis rate (Post-
Beitteruniller et al., 1991, 1992). Fatty acid synthesis is inhibited by exogenously added 
lipids in tobacco cell culture, and the feedback inhibition was suggested to act via modulation 
in the activity of ACCase (Shintani et aL, 1995). Many studies have shown a correlation 
between ACCase activity and oil accumulation (Page et al., 1994; Post-Beittenmiller et al., 
1992; Shintani et al.. 1995), however, it was reported that there is no correlation between 
ACCase activity and lipid accumulation in rape seeds (Kang et al., 1994). Most of these 
studies were done before the realization that two different types of ACCase exist in plants, 
and the activities measured were the total activity of both types of ACCase. Therefore, the 
results are difficult to interpret. Further studies need to be done in order to fully understand 
the regulation of two types of ACCase in leaves and seeds. 
Few studies have been done on the expression and regulation of ACCase genes, and 
the results are fragmentary. Two genes, ACCI and ACC2, encode homomeric ACCase 
in Arabidopsis; ACCI mRNA accumulates in leaves, seedlings, and siliques (Yanai et al.. 
1995). ACC2 mRNA accumulates at a low level in leaves and seedlings, and is not detected 
in siliques (Yanai et al., 1995). In addition, in alfalfa, the cytosolic ACCase activity and 
ACC transcripts were induced by yeast elicitor cell culture (Shorrosh et al., 1994). 
The BC subunit of heteromeric ACCase is reported to be expressed at a higher level 
in seeds than in leaves (Shorrosh et al., 1995). The mRNAs of BC and CTP of heteromeric 
ACCase were reported to accumulate at a high level in rapeseed embryos in 54 day-old 
embryos (Elborough et al., 1996). The BCCP mRNA accumulates to higher levels in siliques 
than in leaves. There is little other published information on the cellular expression of the 
homomeric and heteromeric ACCase genes. To better understand the regulation of these two 
ACCases, a detailed study of the spatial and temporal expression of the heteromeric and 
homomeric ACCase genes is presented in Chapters 1, 2 and 3 of this dissertation. 
Biotin and Biotin Synthase 
Biotin (Vitamin H) is a cofactor, which acts as a carrier of carbon dioxide for 
enzymes that catalyze carboxylation, decarboxylation and transcarboxylation (Knowles. 
1989). Even though biotin is essential to all living cells, its biosynthesis only occurs in 
plants and some microorganisms. Humans, other animals, and many microorganisms need to 
acquire biotin from their diets and the environment. 
The biochemistry and molecular biology of biotin synthesis from pimelic acid have 
been well investigated in bacteria, and at least 6 genes are required in the pathway 
(Eisenberg, 1987). In contrast, very few studies have focused on biotin synthesis in plants, 
which are a major source of biotin. The results to date indicate that the plant biotin 
biosynthetic pathway appears similar to that in E. coli (see Figure I). The identification and 
characterization of biotin auxotrophic mutants (bio mutants) of Arabidopsis (Baus et al., 
1985; Shellhammer and Meinke, 1990; Weaver et al., 1996; Patton et al., 1996), and feeding 
studies with lavender cell cultures (Baldet et al., 1993) have provided some clues as to the 
biotin biosynthetic pathway in plants. The embryos of the homozygous bio I mutant could 
not grow into plants unless supplied with exogenous biotin (Schneider et. al., 1989). 
Feeding studies indicated that the bio I mutant lacked the expression of the enzyme 
catalyzing the formation of DAPA from KAPA (see Figure 1) (Shellhammer and Meinke. 
1990). The conclusion was ftirther supported by the finding that the expression of bacterial 
BIO A gene, which encodes DAPA synthase, can complement the homozygous bio I mutant 
in Arabidopsis ( Patton et al., 1996). 
By feeding lavender cell cultures with ^H-pimelic acid . all the intermediates known 
in the bacterial pathway have been detected. These results also indicated that the biotin 
synthetic pathway is similar to that in bacteria (Baldet et al.. 1993). 
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Figure 1: Probable biotin synthesis pathway in plants {modified fi-om Eisenberg. 1987) 
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A cDNA and a gene (bioi2) coding for biotin synthase, which catalyzes the last step 
of biotin synthesis, have been cloned from Arabidopsis thaliana (Weaver et al., 1996; Patton 
et al., 1996). The expression of the bio2 cDNA in bacteria can rescue the E. coli bioB mutant 
(Weaver et al., 1996). To further understand the regulation of the bio2 gene. I investigated the 
developmental expression of the gene in Arabidopsis (Chapter 4, this dissertation). 
Dissertation Organization 
The dissertation contains a general introduction, four manuscripts, general 
conclusions, five appendices and acknowledgments. The first manuscript describes the 
coordinate expression of the genes encoding the four polypeptides of the heteromeric 
ACCase. The second manuscript has been published in Plant Physiology and is co-first 
authored with Dr. J. K. Choi. This manuscript presents the cloning and in situ 
characterization of CACl (BCCP) of heteromeric ACCase, in which the in situ hybridization 
and immunolocalization with peroxidase anti-peroxidase was my contribution. The third 
manuscript describes the expression of the homomeric ACCase gene in Arabidopsis. The 
fourth manuscript reports the expression of biotin synthase in Arabidopsis. In Appendix A. 
the expression of two genes encoding ATP citrate lyase is presented. In Appendix B. the 
expression of gene coding for the E, P subunit of pyruvate dehyrogenase is described. 
Appendix C presents the expression of the gene encoding acetyl-CoA synthetase in 
Arabidopsis, and Appendix D describes the expression of the EMB 3 gene in carrot. 
Appendix E presents the biochemical and molecular biological characterization of CAC2 
(BC) of heteromeric ACCase. and the in situ hybridization part is my contribution. 
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CHAPTER 1: COOEIDINATE EXPRESSION OF GENES ENCODING 
EIETEROMERIC ACCASE mARABIDOPSIS 
A paper to be submitted to Plant Physiology 
Jinshan Ke', Basil J. Nikolau", and Eve Syrkin Wurtele'* 
ABSTRACT 
Two types of acetyl Co A carboxylase have been identified; both occur in most dicot 
plants. The heteromeric type of ACCase is plastidic and catalyzes the first committed 
reaction of fatty acid biosynthesis. The cDNAs and genes of heteromeric ACCase have been 
recently isolated from Arabidopsis thaliana (Choi et al., 1995; Wen, 1997; Sun et al., 1997). 
The expression of the four genes encoding for the heteromeric ACCase is examined in 
Arabidopsis thaliana. Northern blot and in situ hybridization reveal that the genes are 
coordinately expressed in leaves, flower buds, flowers, and developing siliques. The highest 
expression of the genes occurs in the tissues undergoing rapid cell growth and oil 
accumulation. 
INTRODUCTION 
Acetyl-CoA carboxylase catalyses the carboxylation of acetyl-CoA, forming malonyl-
CoA, a very important intermediate in many plant metabolic pathways. Two structurally 
distinct forms of ACCase are present in many plants. The heteromeric ACCase is a protein 
complex consisting of three dissociable subunits: nuclear-encoded biotin carboxylase (BC), 
nuclear-encoded biotin carboxyl carrier protein (BCCP), and carboxyltransferase (CT) which 
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is composed of a nuclear-encoded polypeptide (CTa) and a plastid-encoded polypeptide 
(CTP) (Ohlrogge et al., 1995; Sasaki et al., 1995). On the other hand, the homomeric ACCase 
is nuclear encoded, with BC, BCCP and CT domains on a single polypeptide (Sasaki et al.. 
1995). Heteromeric ACCase is located in the plastids and catalyzes the formation of 
malonyl-CoA for de novo fatty acid biosynthesis (Kannangara and Stumpf, 1972; Ohlrogge 
et al., 1979; Choi et al.. 1995; Sasaki et al„ 1993; Shorrosh et al. 1995), while the homomeric 
ACCase is present in the cytosol (Ohlrogge et al., 1995; Sasaki et al.. 1995), presumably 
generating the malonyl-CoA for fatty acid elongation, syntheses of flavonoids, stilbenoids. 
and cuticular waxes (Nikolau et al., 1984). 
Plastidic ACCase controls the flux of lipid synthesis (Page et al.. 1994). In oilseed 
rape and castor bean, the increased accumulation of lipids in light was reported to be caused 
by the light-induced increase of ACCase activity (Simcox et.al.. 1979; Tumham et al.. 1983). 
Fatty acid synthesis is inhibited by exogenous oleic acid; feeding studies indicate this 
inhibition is mediated by ACCase (Shintani et al., 1995). While most studies have focused on 
the correlation between ACCase enzyme activity and fatty acid and lipid accumulation, few-
investigations have been done on how the genes are regulated. Only in two publications (Ke. 
et al., 1997; Sun et al.. 1997) is the spatial distribution of any of the ACCase gene products 
examined. 
The cDNAs and genes for the BC (CACl gene). BCCP (CAC2 gene), CTa (CACS 
gene) and CTp (accD gene) proteins have been recently cloned from Arabidopsis thaliana 
(Choi et al., 1995; Sun et al., 1997; Wen. 1997). To gain further insights into how the 
ACCase genes are regulated, we investigated whether or not the mRNAs encoded by the 
CACl, CAC2, CAC3 and accD genes are coordinately accumulated, both temporally and 
spatially. Furthermore, we determined the levels of EINA accumulation of these four genes 
during Arabidopsis silique development. Finally, we determined the cellular pattern of 
accumulation of these RNAs in developing siliques. leaves and flowers. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Materials 
Arabidopsis thaliana plants (ecotype Columbia) were grown under the conditions 
described previously (Ke et al., 1997). After the first two flowers had opened, the subsequent 
flowers were tagged with colored threads at the time of flowering. Siliques I to 13 days after 
flowering (DAF) were harvested and fi.xed for in situ hybridization. The first 3 leaves of 17 
day-old seedlings, buds, and siliques 1-15 DAF were harvested and frozen for RNA 
isolation. 
In Situ Hybridization 
The Arabidopsis thaliana siliques were harvested, cut into small pieces (3-4 mm 
long), fixed, and processed as previously described (John et al, 1992; Wang et al.. 1995). 
^'S-labeled probes of inserts were transcribed from vectors containing the following inserts: 
the 730 nucleotides at the 3' end of the CACl (VCVDEl 1) cDNA (in pBluescript SK) (Choi 
et al, 1995; Ke et al, 1997); the 195 nucleotides at the 5' end of CAC2 ( pl50M) cDNA (in 
pZLl) (Sun et al., 1997); the CAC3 (GBGel6) cDNA (in pBluescript SK) (Wen. 1997); and 
the 1 kb at the 3' end of the accD genomic clone (in pBluescript KS) from Arabidopsis 
(Wen, 1997). After hybridization, the tissue sections were coated with Kodak NTB2 
emulsion, exposed for 2 to 4 days, and developed. Photographs were taken with a microscope 
(Orthopha, Leitz, Wetzlar, Germany) using bright-field optics. The slide images were 
electronically scarmed, and cropped in Adobe Photoshop 3.0 (Adobe Systems, Inc. Mountain 
View, CA), and assembled and labeled in Freehand 7.0 (Macromedia, Inc. San Francisco. 
CA), In situ hybridizations were repeated three times using two sets of plant materials that 
had been independently processed, all with similar results. Control slides containing sections 
of siliques 1 to 13 DAF were hybridized with sense RNA probes transcribed from the vectors 
indicated above, and no signal was detected in these slides. 
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RNA Blot Analysis 
RNA was extracted from Arabidopsis leaves, buds, flowers, and siliques using 
methods described previously (Weaver et al.. 1995). The RNA probes were synthesized as 
for in situ hybridization, except that the accD probe was transcribed from the tobacco 
chloroplast accD gene (ORP 512), and the radioisotope used was 
10 |j.g of total RNA from each tissue sample were loaded on the gel. Duplicate gels 
were run; one was transferred to nylon membrane and one was stained with ethidium 
bromide to check for equal loading. RNA standards were generated for each of the four 
heteromeric ACCase RNAs by transcription from the inserts of the vectors as described for 
the RNA in situ hybridization probes; however, in this case no radioisotope was used in the 
transcription reaction. For these standards, RNA concentrations were quantified by the ratio 
of absorbance at 280 and 260 nm, and the concenfrations were double checked by running the 
RNA standards on gels containing RNA ladders and RNAs of known quantity, and staining 
with ethidium bromide and comparing the band intensity. An RNA standard curve was 
generated by running gels with a range of RNA amounts (10 pgs, 5 pgs. 1 pg, 100 fgs, and 
10 fgs ) loaded in separate lanes; as well as RNA extracts from flower, 2 DAF siliques, and 7 
DAP siliques. Additional gels were run with the complete set of tissue extracts and RNA 
standards of 5 pgs, I pg and 100 fgs. After transfer of the EWA to nylon membranes, 
hybridizations were conducted in a buffer containing 50% formamide at 65°C for 12 to 16 
hours. Hybridized membranes were rinsed twice wdth 2x SSC. 2% SDS for 10 mins at room 
temperature, and then washed twice with O.lx SSC. 0.1% SDS for 20 mins at 65°C. The 
membranes were exposed to a phosphor screen (Molecular Dynamics) for 4 hours, and 
scanned with a Storm 840 phosphorimager (Molecular Dynamics). The amount of each type 
of RNA transcript in each RNA extract was quantified by comparing the intensity of each 
band with bands of known amounts of each transcribed RNA. 
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RESULTS 
The accumulation of the CACI, CAC2, CAC3 and accD mRNAs was examined in 
young leaves, buds, flowers and siliques of 1 through 15 DAF. The CACI. CAC2, CAC3 
mRNAs are 1.1 kb, 2.0 kb and 2.9 kb in size, respectively. As previously reported, both pea 
and Arabidopsis leaves contain multiple RNA species that hybridize to accD probes 
(Woodbury et al., 1988; Meurer et al., 1996). We detect two acc£)-hybridizing transcripts, 
which are 2.3 kb and 1.5 kb in size; both of these transcripts are of sufficient size to code for 
the P subunit of carboxyltransferase. The pattern of accumulation of mRNAs encoded by all 
4 genes is very similar throughout development, as is shown in Figure 1. The accumulation 
of is readily detectable in young leaves, flowers and buds. The accumulation of these 
mRNAs is also readily detectable in siliques 1 day after flowering (DAF), decrease slightly in 
siliques 2 to 4 DAF, increase to the highest level at 6 to 7 DAF. and subsequently decrease. 
The molar quantities (fmole/ per 10 |ig total RNAs) of each mRNAs are shown in Table 1. 
The mRNA encoding the 4 subunits peaks in siliques 6 to 7 DAF. 
The temporal and spatial distribution of the mRNAs encoding the heteromeric 
ACCase was further examined in the siliques from 1 to 12 DAF by in situ hybridization (Fig. 
3). In siliques 1 DAF, the CACI, CAC2 CAC3 and accD mRNAs accumulate to a readily 
detectable level throughout the silique tissues (Fig. 3, A, G, M, and S, respectively). At 3 
DAF, the mRNAs accumulate in globular embryos, but their accumulation in silique walls, 
integuments of the ovules and the central septum decreases (Fig. 3, B, H, N. and T). At 5 
DAF, the mRNAs accumulate to a high level in embryos, but are almost undetectable in the 
silique wall and central septum, and in the integuments of ovules (Fig. 3, C, 1, O. and U). At 
7 DAF, the four mRNAs accumulate in the embryos to the highest levels (Fig. 3, D. J. P and 
V). At 9 DAF, the accumulation of all four mRNAs in the embryos decrease (Fig. 3, E, K.. Q. 
and W). By 12 DAF, the acciunulation of the mRNAs is barely detectable in any tissues of 
the siliques or embryos (Fig. 3, F, L, R ,and V). 
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DISCUSSION 
The plastidic ACCase catalyzes the first committed reaction of fatty acid biosynthesis 
in the plastids of plant cells. The fatty acids are then used for the synthesis of lipids and oils. 
The function of heteromeric ACCase requires the association of at least four polypeptides 
(BC, BCCP, CTa and CTP ) into a complex. Three of these four proteins must be targeted to 
the plastids. Furthermore, BCCP must be translationally modified, i.e., it must be covalently 
bound to biotin. Therefore, it is reasonable to speculate that the four proteins are produced 
coordinately in plant cells to form the fimctional enzyme complex, and no vast energy is 
wasted by producing a large excess of any one subunit. 
Our hypothesis was that the four genes are coordinately expressed in the different 
tissues during plant development. The hypothesis is strongly supported by our results. The 
northern blot indicates that the accumulation of the mRNAs of the four genes are coordinated 
temporally. Furthermore, in situ examination of the mRNA distribution not only confirms 
the temporal coordination, but also reveals a spatial coordination. 
The two bands of accD mRNA are detected in northern blots. The multiple bands of 
RNA hybridized to accD have been previously reported in pea and Arabidopsis leaves 
(Woodbury et al., 1988; Meurer et al., 1996), and rape seed embryos (Elborough et al., 1996). 
This is caused either by multiple transcription start sites of the gene, or co-transcription with 
other genes at 5' upstream or 3' downstream (Elborough et al., 1996). Even so, the 
accumulation of the two accD RNAs are closely correlated to the accumulation of the 
mRNAs of the other three heteromeric ACCase genes both temporally and spatially. 
The mRNAs of the four ACCase genes accumulate to a high level in tissues when 
these tissues are undergoing rapid growth and in embryos when the embryos are undergoing 
maximal oil accumulation. In leaves, buds and flowers, which are growing, expanding, large 
amounts of membrane are synthesized. Therefore, the mRNAs coding for the heteromeric 
ACCase are present at high levels. Mature leaves have much lower levels of accumulation of 
heteromeric ACCase mRNAs. 
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In the siliques at 1 DAF, when they undergo rapid expansion (Bowman. 1994) and 
hence their cells require large amounts of phospholipid for membrane synthesis, all four 
RNAs accumulate throughout of the silique. At 3 DAF. silique expansion is decreasing and 
embryo growth is rapid (Mansfield, 1992); the four RNAs for heteromeric ACCase 
accumulate in the globular embryo but only at low levels in the rest of the silique. At 5 DAF. 
oil accumulation begins in the embryo and the levels of the four RNAs increase further. The 
torpedo embryos (7 DAF) are still growing and the oil droplets are increasing and expanding 
at the maximal rate; maximal accumulation of all four mRNAs occurs in the 6 to 7 DAF 
embryos. Siliques 9 DAF contain embryos in which oil accumulation has slowed: the four 
RNAs for heteromeric ACCase are still present in the embryos, but at lower levels. By 12 
DAF, none of the RNAs for heteromeric ACCase are detectable in the silique or its mature 
embryo. Thus, the highest accumulation of the mRNAs occurs in tissues undergoing rapid 
cell division and growth requiring a large amount of fatty acids for membrane lipid, and oil 
accumulation. 
In these organs and tissues, genes encoding enzymes related to fatty acid synthesis 
have mRNA accumulation patterns similar to that of the RNAs encoding the heteromeric 
ACCase. These include genes encoding biotin synthase, which catalyzes the final step of the 
synthesis of biotin, and chloroplastic pyruvate dehydrogenase, which generates acetyl-CoA 
in the plastids (Ke et al., 1997, see Appendix B). These results indicate there may be a 
common signal that regulates the expression of all of these genes. 
The similarity in the modulation of the mRNA levels of the four ACCase genes and 
their spatial distribution patterns during development indicates a coordination between the 
expression of these mRNAs. Little is known about this mechanism of coordination. In 
tobacco leaves from plants transformed with sense or anti-sense biotin carboxylase genes, the 
biotin carboxylase protein level was increased or decreased, respectively, relative to that of 
leaves of wild-type plants; however, the level of BCCP remained relatively constant 
(Shintani et al., 1997). Such experiments indicate the BCCP protein level may not be 
effected by either increases or decreases in BC protein or mRNA, i.e., in this case 
coordination is not achieved at the level of RNA or protein in the transgenic plants. 
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The coordinate accumulation of the BC, BCCP. CTa and CTp RNAs in embryos and 
correlated levels of BCCP mRNA and BCCP protein in embryos indicate that the 
transcription of the ACCase genes may be a control point of oil accumulation. Such a 
coordination at the transcriptional level would require communication between three nuclear 
genes {CACI. CAC2 and CAC3) and a plastidic gene (accD). To achieve coordinated 
expression, these genes may have functionally similar cis-acting elements, and one or more 
common regulatory factors that directly or indirectly interact with the cis- elements in all 4 
genes, and coordinate their expression. 
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Figure 1. Accumulation of Heteromeric ACCase RNAs in Arabidopsis. L= Leaf; B = Bud 
B = Bud; F = Opening Flower; 1-15 = Silique Stages (Days After Flower Opening) 
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CAC1 CAC2 CAC3 accD 2.3 accD1.5 
Leaf 0.12 0.633 0.138 • 0.096 0.076 
Bud 0.195 1.11 0.176 : 0.097 0.061 
Flower 0.138 0.751 0.135 0.055 0.052 
1day 0.318 1.333 0.19 0.079 0.053 
2day 0.257 0.959 0.158 0.095 0.061 
3day 0.175 0.699 0.127 0.091 0.064 
4day 0.15 0.828 0.154 0.092 0.082 
5day 0.165 1.425 0.247 0.114 0.094 
6day 0.258 2.19 0.349 0.095 0.082 
7day 0.207 1.843 0.313 0.139 0.119 
8day 0.095 1.131 0.168 0.07 0.081 
9day 0.044 0.76 0.096 0.085 0.091 
10day 0.023 0.425 0.056 0.045 0.056 
11day 0.014 0.37 0.039 0.038 i 0.053 
13day 0.017 0.32 0.039 0.052 0.056 
14day 0.004 0.095 0.014 0.052 0.048 
15day 0.005 0.121 0.014 0.027 0.031 
Table 1. The quantity (fmole) of heteromeric ACCase mRNAs per 10 [j.g of total RNA in 
Arabidopsis organs 
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Figure 2, The quantity of heteronieric ACCase niRNAs in 10 mg total RNA in Arahidopsis organs 
Figure 3. Cellular distribution of heteromeric ACCase rriRNAs in the siliques of 
Arabidopsis thaliana. The tissues are hybridized with CACI antisense RNA transcribed 
from the 730 nucleotides at the 3' end of the CACI cDNA (A, B. C, D. E. and F), or with 
CAC2 antisense RNA transcribed from the 600 nucleotides at the 3" end of CAC2 cDNA 
(G and H). (A) Silique I day after flowering (DAF); (B-F) Ovules and embryos in siliques 
3. 5. 7, 9 and 12 DAF; (G) Siliques 1 DAF; (H) Ovule and embryo in silique 3 DAF. 
Sections are stained with Toluidine Blue O. w = silique wall; ii = inner integument of 
ovule; oi = outer integument of ovule; o = ovule; ge = globular embryo; he = heart embryo; 
te = torpedo embryo; ce = curled embryo; me = mature embryo; s = central septum. Bar = 
54 fim in A, 60 (im in B, 61 i^m in C and H, 55 |am in D. 58 jam in E, 118 jim in F. and 38 
Jim in G. 

Figure 3. (Continued). Cellular distribution of heteromeric ACCase mRNAs in the siliques 
of Arabidopsis thaliana. The tissues are hybridized with CAC2 antisense RNA transcribed 
from the 600 nucleotides at the 3' end of the CAC2 cDNA (L J, K. and L). or with CAC3 
antisense RNA transcribed from the CAC3 cDNA clone (ATTS 0992) (M. N. O. and P). (I-
L) Ovules and embryos in siliques 5. 7, 9 and 12 DAF. respectively; (M) Siliques 1 DAF 
(N-P) Ovules and embryos in siliques 3, 5 and 7 DAF, respectively. Sections are stained 
with Toluidine Blue O. w = silique wall; ii = inner integument of ovule; oi = outer 
integument of ovule; o = ovule ge = globular embryo; he = heart embryo; te = torpedo 
embryo; ce = curled embr>'o; me = mature embryo; s = central septum. Bar = 59 (im in L K 
and N, 101 |im in J, 135 |im in L, 60 jim in M, 58 |im in 0, and 57 |im in P. 

Figure 3. (Continued). Cellular distribution of heteromeric ACCase in the siliques of 
Arabidopsis thaliana. The tissues are hybridized with CAC3 antisense RNA transcribed 
from the CAC3 cDNA clone (ATTS 0992) (Q, and R), or with the CTp antisense 
transcribed from thel kb fragment at the 3' end of the accD cDNA clone RNA (S, T, U. 
V, W, X, and Y). (Q-R) Ovules and embryos in siliques 9 and 12 DAF. respectively; ( S) 
Silique 1 DAF; (T-X) Ovules and embryos in siliques 5. 7, 9 and 12 DAF, respectively. 
Sections are stained with Toluidine Blue O. w = silique wall; ii = inner integument of 
ovule; oi = outer integument of ovule; o = ovule; ge = globular embryo; he = heart 
embryo; te = torpedo embryo; ce = curled embryo; me = mature embryo; s = central 
septum. Bar = 38 jam in Q, 89 |xm in R, 44 |im in S, 35 jam in T, 40 |im in U, 60 |im in V. 
54 fim in W, and 40 fim in X. 
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CHAPTER 2: STRUCTURE OF THE CACl GENE AND IN SITU 
CHARACTERIZATION OF ITS EXPRESSION: THE ARABIDOPSIS THALIANA 
GENE CODING FOR THE BIOTIN-CONTAINING SUBUNIT OF THE PLASTIDIC 
ACETYL-CoA CARBOXYLASE! 
A paper published in Plant Physiology ® 
Jinshan Ke^, Joongkook Choi^, Marianne Smith, Harry T. Homer, Basil J. Nikolau. 
and Eve Syrkin Wurteie* 
ABSTRACT 
The CACl gene Arabidopsis thaliana that codes for biotin carboxyl-carrier subunit of the 
heteromeric acetyl-CoA carboxylase was isolated and sequenced. CACl is a single copy 
gene, interrupted by six introns. Subcellular immunogold labeling indicates that the biotin 
carboxyl-carrier subunit is localized in the stroma of the plastids and chloroplasts. The CACl 
mRNA accumulates throughout developing embryos and ovules of siliques at a time of rapid 
growth and oil accimiulation (7 days after flowering), but is present at much lower levels in 
wall cells and central septal cells of the silique. Immunolocalization studies show that the 
pattern of accumulation of biotin carboxyl carrier subunit within the siliques and leaves is 
similar to that of the CACl mRNA. These observations indicate that the cellular pattern of 
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Abbreviations ACCase, acetyl-CoA carboxylase; BCC, biotin carboxyl-carrier; PAP, 
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biotin carboxyl-carrier protein accumulation in the developing silique may be determined by 
the transcriptional activity of the CACl gene. 
INTRODUCTION 
The first committed reaction of de novo fatty acid biosynthesis, the ATP-dependent 
carboxylation of acetyl-CoA to form malonyl-CoA, is catalyzed by acetyl-CoA carboxylase 
[ACCase; acetyl-CoAicarbon-dioxide ligase (ADP-forming), EC 6.4.1.2]. This biotin-
containing enzyme is at a critical control point for fatty acid synthesis and has been shown to 
regulate the flux through this pathway in animals, yeast, bacteria, and chloroplasts (Vagelos, 
1971; Laneetal., 1974; Wakil etal., 1983; Hapiacher et al., 1993; Li and Cronan, 1993; 
Ohlrogge etal., 1993). 
In contrast to most other organisms, plants utilize malonyl-CoA not only for fatty acid 
biosynthesis but also for the synthesis of a variety of phytochemicals including flavonoids, 
stilbenoids, malonated £)-amino acids, malonated aminocyclopropane carboxylic acid, and 
for elongation of long-chain fatty acids (Conn, 1981; Nikolau et al., 1984). Most of these 
specialized phytochemicals are synthesized in the cytosol (Conn, 1981; Nikolau et al., 1984), 
whereas de novo fatty acid biosynthesis is plastidic (Ohlrogge et al., 1979; Harwood, 1988). 
This compartmentation of the synthesis of molecules derived from malonyl-Co A led to a 
hypothesis that at least two isozymes of ACCase are present in plants, a cytosolic isozyme 
and a plastidic isozyme, enabling the independent generation of raalonyl-CoA in each of 
these subcellular compartments (Pollard and Stumpf, 1980; Nikolau et al., 1984). 
Thus far, three structiurally diverse forms of ACCase have been identified (reviewed 
in Lane et al., 1974; Choi et al., 1995). At least two of these forms occur in plants (Sasaki et 
al, 1995). A non-dissociable homomeric ACCase with a single type of biotin-containing 
polypeptide, ranging in size from 220 kDa to 260 kDa, is present in the cytosol of eukaryotic 
organisms such as yeasts (Walid et al., 1992), animals (Lopez-Casillas et al., 1988), diatoms 
(Roessler and Ohlrogge, 1993), and plants (Egin-Buhler et al., 1980; Gomicki et al., 1993; 
Roesler et al.. 1994; Schulte et al., 1994; Shorrosh et al., 1994; Yanai et al., 1995). This 
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multifunctional polypeptide contains the biotin carboxylase, biotin carboxyl-carrier (BCC). 
and carboxyltransferase domains. A homomeric ACCase of similar structure is also present 
in the plastids of some plant species, including maize (Egli et al., 1993) and wheat (Gomicki 
et al., 1994). 
A heteromeric ACCase, with several structural similarities to that of Escherichia coli 
ACCase (Guchhait et al., 1974; Kondo et al., 1991; Li and Cronan, 1992a, 1992b), is present 
in many species of plants (Kannangara and Stumpf, 1972; Sasaki et al., 1993; Alban et al.. 
1994, 1995; Konishi and Sasaki. 1994; Choi et al., 1995; Shorrosh et al., 1995). The 
quaternary structure of this plant heteromeric ACCase is not yet fully characterized. It has 
three known components: (1) BCC subunit, to which biotin is covalently bound, is nuclear-
encoded (Choi et al., 1995); (2) Biotin carboxylase, which carboxylates the BCC-bound 
biotin prosthetic group, is also encoded by a nuclear gene (Shorrosh et al., 1995); and (3) 
Carboxyltransferase, which transfers a carboxyl group from BCC-bound biotin to acetyl-
CoA, generating malonyl-CoA. This latter component is composed of two types of 
polypeptides, one plastid-encoded (Sasaki et al., 1993), and the other nuclear-encoded 
(Shorrosh et al., 1996; N. Nielson, Genebank Accession Number U40979). 
This study reports the isolation and characterization of the nuclear CACl 
(Chloroplastic Acetyl-CoA Carboxylase) gene of Arabidopsis thaliana that encodes the BCC 
subunit of the heteromeric ACCase. We have used immunocytochemical procedures to 
directly confirm that the BCC subunit encoded by the C4C/ gene is localized in the stroma 
of plastids. In situ hybridization and immunocytochemistry were used to determine the 
pattern of accumulation of the CACI mRNA and the BCC subunit in siliques and leaves. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Materials. Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh. (Columbia) seeds were germinated in sterile 
soil and plants were grown at 25^C, under constant illumination. After the initial two 
flowers had opened, subsequent flowers were tagged with color-coded threads on the first 
day they opened. Siliques were harvested 7 d after flowering (DAF). BCC antiserum was 
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obtained as previously described (Choi et al., 1995). A genomic library of Arabidopsis 
(Voytas et al., 1990) was obtained from Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center. 
Isolation and Characterization of Macromolecules. Standard procedures were used for the 
isolation, analysis, and manipulation of nucleic acids (Sambrook et al., 1989). The 
Arabidopsis genomic library was screened by hybridization with the 730 bp 3' most fragment 
of the CACl cDNA (Choi et al., 1995). Approximately 200,000 recombinant phage were 
grown on petri plates and replicated to nitrocellulose membranes. The replica filters were 
incubated at 650c in 6x SSC (Ix SSC is 0.15 M NaCl, 15 mM sodium citrate, pH 7.0) with 
^-P-labeled probe for 12 h. After hybridization, filters were washed at 650c in 2x SSC. 
0.5% SDS, and subsequently with 0.2x SSC and 0.1% SDS. 
Double-stranded DNA templates were sequenced using an ABI 373A DNA sequencer 
(Applied Biosystems) at the Iowa State University Nucleic Acids Facility. Both strands of all 
DNA fragments were sequenced at least two times. Primers used to sequence were the Ml3 
reverse primer, and the primers that matched sequences within the CACI gene; PFl (5-
GTAGTAAAGGAAGTGACCG); PF2 (5'-CTTTCCGTCTCTCTGCTAAGCC); PF3 (5'-
ACCATCCCCACCTACTCCAG); PF4 (5'-ACTCCTCTGTTTGTGGTTC); PRl (5'-
CAATCCTTGTGGACTATC); PR2 (5'-ATTGGGAAGTGCGAGGAG); PR3 (5'-
TTAGCAGAGAGACGGAAAG); PR4(5'-TTGGGTAAGGAACTCAGA); PR5 (5-
GCATAAGATGGTTGATTTGG); PR6 (5'-GTAGGAAGTGACGATTTGGC); and PR7 (5'-
CCAAAGCACAGAGAATGA). 
In Situ Techniques. In situ hybridization to RNA using paraffin-embedded sections was 
carried out as described previously (John et al., 1992; Wang et al., 1995). ^^g.iabeled RNA 
probes (sense and antisense) were synthesized from a subclone consisting of the 730 
nucleotides at the 3' end of the CACl cDNA (Choi et al., 1995). Slides with hybridized 
tissue sections were coated with nuclear track emulsion (Kodak NTB2), exposed for 1 to 4 d. 
and developed. Photographs were taken with a Leitz orthoplan microscope using bright-field 
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optics and Kodak Ectachrome film. In situ hybridization results were repeated four times 
using two sets of plant materials that had been independently processed, all of which gave 
similar results. 
For immunohistochemical subcellular localization studies, 2-3 mm segments of 
siliques were fixed in 2% (v/v) paraformaldehyde and 1% (v/v) glutaraldehyde in a 0.1 M 
phosphate buffer, pH 7.2. Fixation was initially at room temperature for 30 min under a low 
vacuum to enhance infiltration, and then for an additional 90 min at 40C. Fixed segments 
were dehydrated in an increasing ethanol series and embedded in LR White resin. Sixty nm 
thin sections were placed on Formvar-coated nickel grids, and allowed to dry for at least 12 
h. Sections on grids were incubated at 370C for 5 h in a moist chamber with: either BCC 
antiserum (Choi et al., 1995) diluted 1:500 with TBS buffer [0.05 M Tris-HCl. pH 8.3-8.5. 
0.85% (w/v) NaCl, 0.5% (w/v) BSA, 0.5% (v/v) normal goat serum]; or preimmune serum 
diluted 1:500 with TBS buffer. After incubation, grids were washed with a stream of TBS 
buffer and then washed 3x, 5 min each, in 25 |iL TBS buffer. Grids were carefully blotted 
dry and incubated for 5 h at room temperature in goat anti-rabbit IgG conjugated to 10 nm-
immunogold diluted 1:100 with TBS plus 0.1% (w/v) fish gelatin. Grids were then washed 
with a stream of distilled water and immersed for 10 min (2x) in distilled water. Lead citrate 
(Reynolds, 1963) and aqueous uranyl acetate (Hayat, 1989) were used to enhance image 
contrast. Sections were examined using a JEOL 1200EX scanning transmission electron 
microscope. Immunogold localization experiments were repeated 3 times, with similar 
results, using leaves and siliques that had been independently fixed and embedded. 
Immunocytological detection of the BCC subunit by light microscopy was carried out 
by two methods. For immunogold detection, 1 |am thick LR White resin-embedded tissue 
sections were placed on glass slides coated with Silane (Sigma, according to the instructions 
of the manufacturer) and dried at just under 50^C for 1 to 12 h. A histo-prep immunomarker 
(Cel-Tek, Inc) was used to keep solutions in place over tissue sections. To reduce 
nonspecific background, sections were incubated overnight in a moist chamber in a 
suspension of 5% fat-free milk powder in TBS buffer. The suspension was drained off the 
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slides, and the sections were briefly blotted. BCC antiserum (Choi et al., 1995) diluted 
1:1000 with TBS-Tween buffer [TBS buffer containing 0.05% (v/v) Tween-20, 0.5% (w/v) 
BSA. and 0.5% (v/v) normal goat serum], or TBS-Tween only, was placed on the resin 
sections and incubated in a moist chamber at 37°C for 2 h. After incubation, slides were 
washed with a stream of TBS-Tween buffer and immersed 3x, 5 min each, in TBS-Tween 
buffer. Ten nm immtmogold conjugated anti-rabbit IgG diluted 1:100 with TBS-Tween 
containing 0.1% (w/v) fish gelatin was used as the secondary antibody. Sections were 
incubated for 2 h at room temperature, washed with a stream of distilled water, immersed 5.x. 
10 min each, in distilled water, and then air-dried. Silver enhancement was carried out using 
a kit. according to the instructions of the manufacturer (Goldmark Biologicals). Twenty-five 
[aL of the combined initiator and silver-containing solution were placed on sections for 8-10 
min in the dark. Slides were then washed with a stream of distilled water and immersed 2x. 5 
min each, in distilled water. Slides were dried at SO^C. immersed in xylene, and 
coverslipped with Permount. Photographs were taken using a Leitz orthoplan microscope 
using bright-field, dark-field, and phase-contrast optics and Techpan film. 
Immunocyto logical detection of the BCC subunit by peroxidase-antiperoxidase (PAP) 
was carried out using 7 |im paraffin-embedded sections (John et al., 1992). Sections were 
pretreated for 30 min with a solution of 1% (w/v) trypsin and immunostained using 
diaminobenzide as substrate according to the method described in Stemberger (1986). 
Photographs were taken with a Leitz orthoplan microscope using bright-field optics and 
Kodak Ektachrome T160 film. 
RESULTS 
Isolation and Characterization of Arabidopsis CACl Gene 
The isolation and sequencing of the CACl gene is an initial step critical to 
characterizing the factors that regulate its expression. Southern blot analyses of Arabidopsis 
genomic DNA indicated that the CACl gene is probably present only once in the genome of 
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Arabidopsis (Choi et al.. 1995). The 730 bp fragment from the 3' end of the CACI cDNA 
clone was used as a probe to isolate the CACI gene. Approximately 200,000 recombinant 
bacteriophage from an Arabidopsis genomic library, representing roughly 15 genome 
equivalents, were screened, resulting in the isolation of three hybridizing clones. Restriction 
mapping and Southern hybridization analyses of these three clones indicate that they are 
overlapping and constitute an approximately 25-kb contig containing the CACI gene. This 
finding confirms that the Arabidopsis genome contains a single copy of the C4Cy gene. The 
CACI gene is on a 7-kb Sall-Sacl fragment that is common to all three of the isolated clones. 
This C4C/-containing fragment was cloned into the plasmid pBSKII(+) for further analysis 
(we term this clone p6b). Additional restriction mapping. Southern hybridization, and 
sequencing analyses revealed that the entire coding sequence of the CACI gene is within an 
approximately 4-kb segment of the Arabidopsis genome. 
Comparison of the nucleotide sequence of this 4-kb genomic segment with the CACI 
cDNA sequence (Choi et al., 1995) led to the identification of the structure of the CACI gene 
(Fig. I). The CACI gene is interrupted by six introns whose lengths range between 84 bp 
(Intron 2) and 401 bp (Intron I). The seven exons are between 43 bp (Exon 2) and 319 bp 
(Exon 4). The nucleotide sequence of these exons was identical to that of die CACI cDNA 
(Choi et al.. 1995). The amino acid sequence motif that targets the BCC subunit for 
biotinylation is encoded by E.xon 5. 
The sequences at the intron-exon junctions are similar to the preferred biases 
observed for other plant genes (Brown 1989; Ghislain et al.. 1994). Namely, plant 
exon>l'intron>l'exon junctions are purine-rich, with a preferred sequence of 5'-AG4'GTA-
intron-CAG>l'GT. In CACI gene the preferred sequences are 5'-yuiG(G/T)G-intron-
yAG>l'U(C/G); in which y represents a pyrimidine and u represents a purine. The exact 5'-end 
of Exon 1 has not been directly determined, but it must be at, or slightly upstream of. position 
-55, which is the 5'-end of the longest CACI cDNA we have sequenced. In addition, a 
putative TATA box is located on the genomic sequence 132 bp upstream of the ATG 
translation initiating codon. Since TATA boxes usually occur between 20 and 40 nucleotides 
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upstream of the transcription start site, the 5"-end of Exon 1 may be between positions -110 
and -90. 
Upstream of the TATA box, beginning at position -698 and extending more upstream 
of the CACl gene, is the 3'-end of an ORF that shows 88% sequence identity with the Pisum 
sativum f-type thioredoxin (GenBank Accession Number X63537). If this ORF is a gene 
coding for F-type thioredoxin, then the promoter of the CACl gene may be contained in less 
than 600 bases, extending from the 3' end of the putative thioredoxin f-type precursor gene to 
the start of Exon 1. Alternatively, regulatory motifs may overlap the transcribed sequence for 
thioredoxin f-type gene, as occurs frequently in yeast but to our knowledge has not been 
reported for plants. The CACl promoter contains several motifs including the GT-1 binding 
site, the I-box. and the G-box, shown to be important in light-regulated transcription 
(Terzaghi and Cashmore. 1995). and the G-box and E-box motifs, shown to be important in 
specifying high rates of seed-specific transcription (Kawagoe and Murai, 1992: Guiltinan et 
al., 1990). 
BCC Subunit is Located in the Stroma of Plastids 
The amino acid sequence of the BCC subunit, deduced from the CACl cDNA. 
contains an NH2-terminal extension relative to the sequences of bacterial BCC subunits 
(Choi et al.. 1995). This NH2-terminal extension has characteristics of a transit peptide that 
would target the BCC subunit to the stroma of plastids. We undertook in situ 
inunimolocalization experiments to provide an independent and direct confirmation of the 
plastidic localization of the BCC subunit encoded by \heCACl gene. Sections from 
expanding Arabidopsis leaves were reacted first with BCC antiserum, and secondly with anti-
rabbit IgG that was conjugated to 10 nm gold particles. Examination of these sections by 
transmission electron microscopy revealed that the gold particles were located predominantly 
over the chloroplasts; only a few background gold particles were observed over the cytosol. 
cell wall, mitochondria, and other cellular compartments (Fig. 2A). In addition, die gold 
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particles were preferentially located over the stromal regions (darker areas) and few are 
located over the grana (near-white areas). For example, in Fig. 2A of the 
22 gold particles located in the chloroplast. 16 are over the stroma, 5 are either over a region 
in which the plane of section of the chloroplast resulted in sectioning through both stroma 
and grana or over the boundary of the grana and stroma, and 2 are over what appears to be 
grana. We have seen this pattern consistently with other chloroplasts. Control grids, that had 
been reacted with preimmune serum, showed no or very few gold particles over any region of 
the cells (not shown). These data confirm that the BCC subunit accumulates in leaf 
chloroplasts, and specifically in the stroma. 
Cellular Distribution of the BCC Subunit and CACl mRNA in Siliques and Leaves of 
Arabidopsis 
The cellular distribution of the BCC subunit in young, developing leaves was 
examined by immunocytochemistry using BCC antiserum followed by immunogold 
localization, silver enhancement, and light microscopy. The leaves used in these studies were 
still expanding and contained cells that were not yet fully differentiated. Both paradental 
sections (Fig 2B) and cross sections (Fig. 2C) of these leaves were examined. The 
gold/silver particles representing the location of the BCC subunit are concentrated over the 
plastids of mesophyll and epidermal cells of the leaf. Control sections using preimmune 
serum showed no or few silver particles (not shown). 
Cellular distribution of the BCC subunit was also examined in young, developing 
siliques. For these studies we used siliques that were almost fully expanded, at 7 DAF. The 
embryos within 7 DAF siliques are at the torpedo stage of development and are rapidly 
depositing seed oils (Mansfield and Briarty, 1992). Two methods were used to 
immunolocalize the BCC subunit: the higher resolution immuno gold/silver enhancement 
method (Fig. 3), and a PAP method that produces a brown-colored product (Fig. 4. A and B). 
As visualized by the density and distribution of the silver particles (Fig. 3, A and C). and die 
brown PAP reaction product (Fig. 4A). the BCC subunit accumulates to highest levels 
throughout the ground meristem (gm). procambium (pc). and protoderm (p) of the embryo 
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(e), and the cellular endosperm (ce) of the silique. Lower levels of BCC subunit 
accumulation are detectable in the integumentary tissues (i) (Figs. 3. A and B. and 4A), the 
cells of the silique central septum (sm) (Figs. 3D and 4A) and the silique wall (w) (Figs. 3. B 
and E. and 4A). Control sections of embryos treated with preimmune serum and labeled with 
immunogoId/silver enhancement (Fig. 3F) or PAP (Fig. 4B) showed no or little labeling over 
the plastids of the embryo or other portions of the silique. The brown- and black-staining 
ring surrounding the cellular endosperm seen in both the immunoreaction (Fig. 4A) and the 
preimmune control (Fig. 4B) is a material secreted by a subset of integument cells, apparently 
into the vacuoles of these cells. This material, which will become part of the testa, is of 
undefined composition, but contains shikimate derivatives, as indicated by the clear-testa 
mutants (Shirley et al., 1995). 
The distribution of CACl mRNA was examined in young expanding leaves by in situ 
hybridization to tissue sections using an antisense CACl RNA probe (Fig. 4C). The location 
of CACl mRNA is visualized by the black silver grains. The CACl mRNA is present 
throughout the leaf. Accumulation of CACl mRNA was consistently more pronounced in 
the cells located near the leaf margins, where growth may be occurring. Control 
hybridizations using CACl sense RNA probe show little labeling (Fig. 4D). 
The distribution of the CACl mRNA was also determined in developing siliques (7 
DAF) (Fig. 4, E and F). The accumulation of CACl mRNA is highest in the embryo, where 
it is distributed throughout the cells of the cotyledons, root, and shoot axis. CACl mRNA is 
present at lower levels in the cellular endosperm (ce) and integuments (i) of the developing 
seed (Fig. 4, E and F). CACl mRNA accumulates only to very low levels in the silique wall 
(w) and irmer septum (sm). Control hybridizations using CACl sense RNA show little 
labeling over any region of the silique (data not shown). 
DISCUSSION 
In animals (Vagelos, 1971; Lane et al., 1974; Wakil et al.. 1983), yeast (Hapiacher et 
al., 1993), and bacteria (Kondo et al., 1991; Li and Cronan, 1993) ACCase is a highly 
regulated enz>me that plays a crucial role in controlling de novo fatty acid biosynthesis. In 
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these organisms, a variety of complex mechanisms control ACCase activity'. These 
mechanisms include transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation of ACCase gene 
expression, which are generally important for long term and developmentally controlled 
changes in rates of fatty acid synthesis. Shorter term changes in the rate of fatty acid 
synthesis are generally modulated by alterations of ACCase enzyme activity via kinetic 
effectors and by covalent modifications. 
In plants, the role of ACCase in regulating fatty acid biosynthesis is less fully 
understood. Indirect evidence indicating that ACCase regulates the light-dependence of fatty 
acid biosynthesis in chloroplasts has been obtained from measurements of acetyl-CoA and 
malonyl-CoA pools in isolated chloroplasts (Ohlrogge et al.. 1993). These modulations of 
the rates of fatty acid biosynthesis are relatively rapid and are probably the result of kinetic 
effectors of ACCase activity (Eastwell and Stumpf. 1983; Nikolau and Hawke. 1984). In 
contrast, less is knovm about the role of ACCase in regulating long-term, developmental 
modulations of fatty acid biosynthesis. Studies to elucidate this role have compared changes 
in ACCase activity with changes in fatty acid accumulation during leaf (Nikolau et al.. 1981; 
Hawke and Leech, 1987) and seed (Simcox et al.. 1979; Tumham and Northcoate. 1982 and 
1983; Charles et al., 1986; Kang et al.. 1994) development. However, these correlative 
studies are difficult to interpret because, as has now become clear, in vitro measurements of 
ACCase activity in plant tissue extracts do not necessarily reflect the ACCase which 
generates malonyl-CoA for fatty acid synthesis. This is for two reasons: 1) Assays of 
ACCase activity in plant tissue extracts measure the sum of both the cytosolic and plastidic 
forms of the enzyme, but only the latter generates malonyl-CoA for fatty acid synthesis. 
Furthermore, the ratio of these two forms of ACCase is not necessarily constant during 
development. 2) In many plant species (particularly dicots) the plastidic ACCase is 
heteromeric and is inactivated to an undefined degree by dissociation during extraction (e.g., 
Alban et al., 1995). Thus, determinations of the activity of heteromeric ACCase may not be 
quantitative. 
To elucidate the role of plastidic ACCase in regulating the long-term developmental 
changes of fatty acid biosynthesis will require the study of the expression of at least four 
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structural genes, as well as determinations of plastidic ACCase activity (which, as described 
previously, are not yet quantitative). In this study we have focused on the C4C/ gene. In 
Arabidopsis, the CACl gene codes for a BCC subunit. Antisera directed against this protein 
inhibit about 70% of ACCase activity in leaf cell-free extracts, thus indicating it is a subunit 
of a heteromeric ACCase (Choi et al.. 1995). We previously described a potential transit 
peptide that could target the BCC subunit encoded by the CACl gene to the plastids. 
However, plastid targeting transit peptides also show structural and functional similarities to 
transit peptides that target proteins to the mitochondria (Keegstra et al.. 1989; Heijne. 1992). 
In addition, the recent finding that plant mitochondria contain an isozyme of acyl-carrier 
protein (Shintani and Ohlrogge. 1994), may indicate that this organelle may have the ability 
to carry out de novo fatty acid biosynthesis, as appears to occur in Neurospora (Mickolajczyk 
and Brody, 1990). We have used immunohistochemical methods to show herein that the 
BCC subunit encoded by the C/iC/ gene is located in the stroma of the plastids, directly 
demonstrating that this gene encodes the BCC subunit of the plastidic heteromeric ACCase. 
The CACl gene is highly expressed in cells that are actively growing and synthesizing 
fatty acids for membrane phospholipids or triacylglycerides. Thus, the embryos in 
Arabidopsis siliques at 7 DAF, which are rapidly accumulating seed oils (Mansfield and 
Briarty, 1992; Bowman, 1994), contain a high level of BCC subunit and CACl mRNA. In 
contrast, accumulation of BCC subunit and CACl mRNA is less in the silique walls and 
inner septum, which have ceased growth but are still metabolically active. The BCC subunit 
and CACl mRNA are distributed throughout all tissues of the expanding leaf. Our data from 
siliques and leaves fiirther indicate that the tissue-specific accumulation of the BCC subunit 
may be controlled primarily by the steady-state level of accumulation of its mRNA. Thus, in 
both the siliques and the leaves, the pattern of spatial distribution of the BCC subunit seems 
to parallel the spatial pattern of distribution of the CACl mRNA that encodes it. These data 
are consistent with the hypothesis that the developmental pattern of BCC subunit 
accumulation is determined by the transcriptional regulation of the CACl gene in these 
organs. 
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Plastidic ACCase of Arabidopsis is assembled from products of both nuclear and 
plastidic genes. The plant cell must have mechanisms to coordinate the synthesis, transport, 
accumulation, and assembly of these subunits. For example, coordination may entail cross 
communication among the structural genes during their expression, or the structural genes 
may be induced by the same set of transcription factors. Comparison of the nucleotide 
sequence of CACl promoter with sequences of promoters of nuclear genes coding for the 
other subunits of the heteromeric ACCase (biotin carboxylase and the a-subunit of 
carboxyltransferase) may provide clues as to how the transcription of these genes is 
coordinated. This is particularly the case if transcriptional coordination occurs via the 
binding of a common set of transcription factors that bind to each of these promoter elements. 
An understanding of the interactive regulatory mechanisms that control the expression of 
these genes will expand our knowledge of the role of ACCase in the formation of membrane 
lipids and seed oils. 
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Figure 2. Localization of BCC subunit in leaves of A. thaliana . Expanding leaves were 
harvested from plants 2 weeks after germination. A) Subcellular localization of BCC 
subunit in chloroplast stroma. BCC subunit antiserum was used as primary antibody, anti-
rabbit IgG conjugated to 10 nm gold particles was used as a secondary antibody. Electron 
micrograph of chloroplast and surrounding cytoplasm; grana are lighter regions, stroma are 
darker regions within chloroplast. B) Paradermal section of leaf showing mesophyll cells. 
C) Cross section of leaf showing (top to bottom) upper epidermis, palisades parenchyma, 
spongy mesophyll cells, and lower epidermis. B and C are light micrographs showing 
immunogold particles visualized by silver enhancement, g = grana; s = stroma; ue = upper 
epidermis; le = lower epidermis. Arrows indicate examples of plastids labeled with 
gold/silver particles. Bar = 0.5 [am for A; 10 [im for B and C. 
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Fig. 3. Cellular distribution of BCC subunit in siliques of A. thaliana . Developing siliques 
were harvested 7 DAF. BCC subunit antiserum was used as primary antibody, and anti-
rabbit IgG conjugated to 10 nm gold particles was used as a secondary antibody. Light 
micrographs showing immunogold particles visualized by silver enhancement. A) embryo, 
cellular endosperm, and ovule integument; B) cellular endosperm, integument and silique 
wall; C) embryo and cellular endosperm (higher magnification of A); D) central septum; E) 
silique ovary wall; F) preimmune control showing embryo, cellular endosperm, and 
integument, w = silique wall; i = ovule integument; pc = procambium of embryo; p = 
protoderm of embryo; gm = ground meristem of embryo; e = embryo; ce = cellular 
endosperm. Arrows indicate examples of plastids labeled with gold/silver particles. Bar = 
30 |im for A, B; 10 (im for C-F. 
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Fig. 4. Cellular distribution of BCC subunit and CACl mRNA. Developing siliques of A. 
thaliana were harvested 7 DAF; expanding leaves were harvested from plants 2 weeks 
after germination. Light micrographs. A) Silique section reacted with BCC subunit 
antiserum as primary antiserum and detected by PAP. B) Silique control, similar to panel 
A but using preimmune serum as primary antiserum. Opaque brown-colored material 
secreted within cells of silique inner integument and surrounding cellular endosperm is as 
yet not fully chemically defined. C) Young leaf. In situ hybridization using antisense 
RNA probe corresponding to the 3' end of CACl cDNA. D) Young leaf. In situ 
hybridization using sense RNA probe corresponding to 3' end of CACl cDNA. E) Silique; 
in situ hybridization using antisense RNA probe corresponding to 3' end of CACl cDNA. 
F) Silique ovule (higher magnification of E). w = silique wall; i = ovule integvunent; e = 
embryo; ce = cellular endosperm; sm = central septum. Bar = 59 |am for A-E; 29 |im for F. 
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Table 1. Putative regulatory motifs in the CACl promoter 
Motif Sequence Function Position Reference 
TATA box TATAA 
CAAT box ATTGG 
G box 
I box 
E box 
CACGTG 
GATA 
ABA regulation/ 
seed expression/ 
light regulation 
light regulation 
Scaffold TTATATTTAT 
attachment 
regions (SAR) 
general enhancers 
-136 to-132 
-204 to -200 
-161 to-156 
-218 to-215 
GTl site GGTAAA light regulation -230 to -225 
CATTTG seed expression -461 to-456 
-271 to -262 
-413 to-404 
Guiltinan et al. 
(1990); Terzaghi and 
Cashmore (1995) 
Terzaghi and 
Cashmore (1995) 
Terzaghi and 
Cashmore (1995) 
Kawagoe and Murai 
(1992) 
Gasser and Laemmli 
(1986) 
Allen et al. (1996) 
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CHAPTER 3: EXPRESSION OF THE GENES ENCODING HOMOMERIC 
ACETYL-CoA CARBOXYLASE mARABIDOPSIS THALIANA 
A paper to be submitted to Plant Physiology 
I ^ I % Jinshan Ke , Basil J. Nikolau", and Eve Syrkin Wurtele 
ABSTRACT 
Acetyl-CoA carboxylase catalyzes the formation of malonyl CoA from acetyl-CoA. 
In Arabidopsis, the homomeric type of acetyl-CoA carboxylase is cytosolic, producing 
malonyl-CoA for the elongation of fatty acids and synthesis of a variety of secondary 
metabolites. The accumulation of the mRNA encoding homomeric acetyl-CoA carboxylase 
was examined in Arabidopsis by RNA blot and in situ hybridization. The pattern of 
accumulation of the homomeric ACCase mRNA is very distinct from that of the plastidic. 
heteromeric ACCase mRNA (Ke et al., in preparation). A high level of mRNA accumulation 
is found in the epidermis of a variety of young expanding organs (leaf, silique, receptacle, 
peduncle, stem, and cotyledon). A very high level of mRNA accumulates in the irmer 
integuments of the ovule, the anther tapetum, and stigma. This expression pattern may reflect 
requirements by these cells for cytosolic malonyl-CoA to synthesize a diverse array of 
phytochemicals. 
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rNTRODUCTION 
Acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACCase) catalyses the biotin-dependent carboxylation of 
acetyl-CoA to malonyl-CoA. Plants contain two isomers of this enzyme, one plastidic and 
one cytosolic. The cytosolic ACCase of plants provides malonyl-CoA for the synthesis of a 
myriad of phytochemicals (Nikolau et al., 1984; Wurtele and Nikolau, 1990). 
Flavonoids are multifunctional phytochemicals derived from a condensation of 3 
malonyl-CoAs and coumaryl-CoA in the cytosol (Hrazdina et al.. 1978; Blume et al., 1979; 
Hahlbrock, 1981; Stafford, 1995). Flavonoids include anthocyanin pigments, glyceollin and 
other toxic pterocarpins (Grisebach and Ebel, 1978; Hahlbrook, 1981; Delserone et al., 1992; 
Borejsza-Wysocki and Hrazdina, 1996), flavones and flavonols, some of which are thought 
to be photoprotectants (Robberecht and Caldwell, 1978), proanthocyanidin polymers found 
in seed coats (Stafford, 1995), and daidzein. a signaling molecule produced by soybean roots 
and implicated in stimulating nodules. 
Benzalacetones and styrylpyrones, and stilbenes require the condensation of two or 
three malonyl-CoAs, respectively, to cinamoyl-CoA; many compounds in these classes are 
highly toxic and may act as phytoallexins (Gross, 1981; Brignolas et al., 1985; Borejsza-
Wysocki, 1996; Beckert et al., 1997). Many quinones (napthoquinones and anthroquinones) 
are formed either by malonyl-CoA-derived polyketides, or by a condensation of a malonyl-
CoA-derived acyl chain with a phenolic acid (Leistaer, 1981). 
C18 fatty acids are elongated with cytosolic malonyl-CoA to very long-chain fatty 
acids (20 carbons and longer); such fatty acids are found in some seed oils (Pollard and 
Stumpf, 1980; James and Dooner, 1990), cuticular waxes (Kolatattukudy, 1987), and suberin 
(Kolatattukudy, 1987; Lessire etal., 1985). 
A wide variety of phytochemicals can be malonated (Yamaguchi et al., 1996; Ohya et 
al., 1996; Hahlbrock, 1981). D-amino acids may be malonated to prevent incorporation of D-
amino acids into protein. Many flavonoid glucoside pigments in leaves and flowers are 
malonated (Yamaguchi et al., 1996; Hahlbrock, 1981). In several species, D-trp and L-trp are 
malonated during stress (Kionka and Amrhein, 1984; Wu et al.. 1995). Malonyl-CoA is 
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required for synthesis of the acridones, a class of malonated alkaloids, accumulated by 
members of the Rutaceae family, including highly mutagenic, antiviral, and molluscocidal 
phytochemicals (Jungharms et al., 1995). Aminocyclopropanecarboxylic acid, the immediate 
precursor of ethylene, can be irreversably malonated; it is postulated this reaction funnels 
ACC away from ethylene synthesis (Gallardo et al., 1991). Toxic xenobiotics such as 
pesticides are O- and A^-malonated, facilitating sequestration of these compounds in the 
vacuoles (Sandermarm et al., 1991). Malonic acid itself accumulates in Medicago (at levels 
up to 2.9% of the dry weight; Arnold and Hill, 1972) and in soybean during development and 
particularly during nitrogen stress (Stumpf and Burris, 1981). 
Thus, in a given plant, cellular requirements for malonyl-CoA to support synthesis of 
these various phytochemicals vary widely according to cell type, developmental stage, and 
environmental conditions. The mechanisms controlling the supply of cytosolic malonyl-CoA 
have not been addressed, and indeed very little is known about the expression of the gene(s) 
encoding cytosolic plant ACCase. Previous work indicates that overall ACCase activity is 
induced by stress in parsley and by elicitor in soybean suspension cultures (Ebel et al., 1984). 
Elicitor also stimulates the accumulation of mRNA encoding homomeric ACCase in alfalfa 
cell cultures (Shorrosh et al., 1994). In mature leaves of pea and leek, homomeric ACCase 
was detected in the epidermis, but not in the mesophyll cells (Alban et al., 1994; Caffirey et 
al., in press). Thus, intriguing information exists indicating cell-specific and elicitor-induced 
expression of the homomeric ACCase gene. 
Arabidopsis contains two genes, in tandem, encoding homomeric ACCase (ACCI and 
ACC2) (Roesler et al., 1994; Yanai et al., 1995). We describe the spatial and temporal pattern 
of accumulation of homomeric ACCase mRNA during Arabidopsis development. Our 
experiments indicate the mRNA for homomeric ACC is developmentally regulated in a 
complex manner, accumulating in epidermal cells in conjunction with cuticular wax 
synthesis, in embryos at the time of seed oil deposition, and in the cells of the inner 
integument prior to synthesis of the testa. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Materials. Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh. (Columbia) seeds were germinated in sterile 
soil and plants were grown at 25^C, under constant illumination. After the initial two 
flowers on an inflorescence had opened, subsequent flowers were tagged with color-coded 
threads on the first day they opened. Siliques I to 15 days after flowering (DAF), first 3 to 5 
leaves of 17 day-old seedlings, young buds (stages 1-12), and opening flowers were 
harvested for RNA isolation. Siliques 1 to 13 DAF. seeds grown on germination paper (1 to 4 
days), and flower buds were fixed in 4%paraformaldehyde and 0.25% glutaldehyde, 
dehydrated in ethanol and embedded in paraffin for in situ hybridization (Ke et al., 1997). 
In Situ Techniques. In situ hybridization to RNA using paraffin-embedded sections was 
carried out as described previously (John et al., 1992; Wang et al., 1995). ^^S-labeled RNA 
probes (sense and antisense) were transcribed from a subclone consisting of the Sall-NotI 
fragment EST of Arabidopsis ACC1 clone (T14234). A second ACCase gene specific RNA 
probe was synthesized from the 200 nucleotides at the 3' of the ACC2 gene of Arabidopsis 
(Yanai et al., 1995). Slides with hybridized tissue sections were coated with nuclear track 
emulsion (Kodak NTB2), exposed for 4 days, and developed. Sections were stained with 
Toluidine Blue O. Photographs were taken with a Leitz orthoplan microscope using bright-
field optics and Kodak Ektachrome T160 film. In situ hybridizations were repeated three 
times using two sets of plant materials that had been independently processed, all with 
similar results. 
RNA Blot Analysis. Standard procedures were used for the isolation, analysis, and 
manipulation of nucleic acids (Sambrook et al., 1989). Total RNAs were extracted from 
Arabidopsis leaves, buds, flowers and siliques using methods described previously ( Weaver 
et al., 1995). The RNA probes were synthesized from T14234 as for in situ hybridization. In 
these studies, only a single hybridizing band was detected. 
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RESULTS 
Homomeric ACCase mRNA accumulates to the highest levels in young siliques (1 to 
3 DAF), young, expanding leaves and buds (Fig. I) The pattern of homomeric ACCase 
mRNA accumulation within organs varies with the stage of development of that organ; 
homomeric ACCase appears and later disappears within particular cell types (Fig. 2). 
Homomeric ACCase mRNA accumulates in the epidermal cells of rapidly growing 
organs. For example, homomeric ACCase mRNA accumulates preferentially in the 
epidermal cells of the ovary, receptacle and pedicel of the young flower bud (stage 8, in 
Bowman, 1994) (Fig. 2,1, P), in the epidermal cells of the petals, ovary, and receptacle of 
the young flower bud (stage 10, in Bowman, 1994) (Fig. 2, J), and in the epidermal cells of 
the ovary, filaments and petals (stage 12, in Bowman, 1994) (Fig. 2, K), and in the epidermis 
of the young expanding leaf (Fig. 2, U). In germinating seedlings, homomeric ACCase 
mRNA accumulates at a high level in the epidermis of roots, (Fig, 2, T), and cotyledons 
(especially upper epidermis of the cotyledons) (Fig. 2, R, S), and in the apical meristem (Fig. 
2, S). The epidermis of the peduncle also accumulates high levels of homomeric ACCase 
mRNA Fig. 2, Q). 
The tapetal cells form transiently within the locule walls of the anthers during 
microsporogenesis. These cells accumulate high levels of homomeric ACCase mRNA (Fig. 
2,1, L). Upon degeneration of the tapetal cells, no more homomeric ACCase mRNA is 
detected in the locules ( Fig. 2, M, O). The homomeric ACCase also accumulates to very 
high levels in the stigma of ovaries before flower opening, decreases after flowering opening, 
and is not detectable in the stigma 1 day after flower opening (Fig. 2, K, and data not shown) 
Homomeric mRNA accumulates to a high level in the cells of the iimer integument of 
the ovule in siliques 1 DAF (Fig. 2, A, B) compared to the control (Fig. 2, C). This is about 
1 day prior to the deposition by these cells of the opaque material which wall form part of the 
seed coat. The accumulation of homomeric mRNA in the irmer integument decreases rapidly 
after 2 DAF (Fig. 2, D). Another specific site of high homomeric ACCase mRNA 
accumulation is in developing trichomes (Fig. 2, U). 
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Developing embryos accumulate homomeric ACCase mRNA just prior to and during 
synthesis of seed oil (i.e., from heart to torpedo stages. Fig. 2, E, F). The level of homomeric 
ACCase mRNA in the embryo decreases by 9 DAF, and is no longer detectable in mature 
embryos of 13 DAF (Fig. 2, G, H). Homomeric ACCase mRNA is not distributed evenly 
throughout the heart and torpedo stage embryos. Higher levels accumulate in the tips and 
epidermal cells of the cotyledon of torpedo staged embryos (Fig. 2, E, F, G), and in the 
epidermis and the cotyledon tips of tumed-cotyledon-stage (Fig. 2, F, G). 
Finally, homomeric ACCase mRNA accumulation is detectable throughout some 
rapidly growing organs, e.g., in ovule integuments of flowers 1 DAF (Fig. 2. A, B. D), in 
very young embryos (Fig. 2, D), and in the young leaves (Fig. 2, U). 
The sequences of the ACCI and ACC2 RNAs are nearly identical, thus, the probe 
used hybridizes equally well to both ACCI and ACC2 mRNA products. To test whether the 
homomeric ACCase mRNA detected was the product of ACCI or ACC2 gene, an ACC2 
gene-specific antisense RNA probe was used in the hybridizations (ACCI specific probe was 
unavailable). In these experiments, even upon long exposure, no ACC2 mRNA was detected 
(not shown). 
DISCUSSION 
This paper demonstrates the highly cell-specific pattern of expression of cytosolic 
homomeric ACCase of Arabidopsis and describes the coordination between the location and 
times of expression of homomeric ACCase and accimiulation of major malonyl-CoA-
requiring products. 
In Arabidopsis, the predominant homomeric ACCase mRNA in cells of developing 
siliques, leaves, and flowers is transcribed from the ACCI gene. Under no condition did we 
detect RNA from the ACC2 gene. This is consistent with the results of Yanai et al. (1995). 
Using RT-PCR, Yanai et al. showed that the vast majority of ACC mRNA in extracts of 
leaves, developing siliques, and seedlings of Arabidopsis was the.4CC/ transcript. 
Interestingly, the protein encoded by the homolog of the ACC2 gene of rapeseed is targeted 
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to the plastids (Roesler et al.. 1997). Thus, ACC2 may be expressed only at very low levels 
during development and even may encode a plastid-targeted protein. 
Our data show high levels of homomeric ACCase mRNA accumulate in particular 
cells that are known to be rapidly synthesizing phytochemicals requiring cytosolic malonyl-
CoA. For example, the homomeric ACCase mRNA accumulates in the developing heart 
stage embryo, peaks in the embryos 7 DAF and gradually decreases in older embryos. The 
peak accumulation of homomeric ACCase mRNA slightly preceeds the accumulation of seed 
oils in the embryo (Bowmann, 1994). Two fatty acids of Arabidopsis seed oil are erucic acid 
and eisenoic acid (James and Dooner, 1990); these C20 fatty acids are exported from die 
plastid as C18 fatty acids and elongated to C20 in the cytosol via malonyl-CoA (Pollard and 
Stumpf, 1980), and thus require a cytosolic supply of malonyl-CoA. 
Likewise, ACCase mRNA accumulates preferentially in the epidermal cells of 
expanding organs (leaves, ovaries, petals, sepals) at a stage when both cuticular wax and 
flavonoids synthesis occur; these phytochemicals require cytosolic malonyl-CoA (Nikolau et 
al., 1984). 
The high level of ACCase that we detected in the cells of the inner integument just 
prior to formation of the testal opaque coating indicates a major component of the testa may 
be a malonyl-CoA-derived phytochemical. Although the composition of the Arabidopsis testa 
has not been fully defined, in maize testa proanthocyanin-derived phlobaphen polymers are 
present (Stafford, 1995). Many different types of genes thus far identified code for 
polyketide synthases that utilize a phenylpropanoid and malonyl-CoA as substrates 
(Hopwood and Sherman, 1990; Jungharms, 1995; Borejsza-Wysocki and Hrazdina, 1996; 
Reinecke and Kindl, 1994 ); however, there is no comprehensive analysis of compounds 
requiring malonyl-CoA as a precursor in Arabidopsis. 
Many genes whose products are required for different pathways, or for a single 
pathway but under varied conditions, are present in multi-membered gene families. For these 
gene families, precise regulation of the gene product is achieved by each promoter 
expressing differentially. For example, chalcone synthase, also required for flavonoid 
synthesis, is encoded by a variety of CHS genes each of which is differentially regulated in 
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various cell i^'pes and under different environmental conditions (Hopwood and Sherman, 
1990; Gustine, 1995). Another genes gene family that is differentially regulated is that 
encoding HMG-CoA reductase. However. Arabidopsis has only two genes encoding 
homomeric ACCase. and our results as well as those of Yanai et al. (1995) indicate that only 
the ACCI gene is expressed to a substantial level during Arabidopsis development. Thus, 
there are one or possibly two genes in Arabidopsis actively transcribing RNA that encodes 
cytosolic ACCase. Yet this cytosolic mRNA must provide ACCase to generate malonyl-
CoA to support the synthesis of a myriad of phytochemicals in particular cells, at specific 
developmental stages, and in response to specific environmental signals. These malonyl-
CoA requiring phytochemicals are extremely varied in structure and function. We have 
established that there is a complex and precisely regulated pattern of ACCI mRNA 
accumulation during development. Presumably these altered homomeric ACCase mRNA 
levels mediate the synthesis of malonyl-CoA. The mechanism by which a single substrate. 
malonyl-CoA. is furmeled into so many products is not known. This could occur via 
multienzyme complexes (there is evidence for this type of complex in flavonoid synthesis), 
in which homomeric ACCase is involved (Stafford, 1995). 
A subset of the compounds requiring malonyl-CoA accumulate in response to 
environmental factors such as elicitors, stress (Junghaims. 1995; Borejsza-Wysocki and 
Hrazdina, 1996) or UV irradiation (Ebel et al., 1984). ACCase activity increases in parsley 
suspension cells following treatment with UV light (Ebel and Hahlbrock. 1977) and in alfalfa 
and soybean following application of elicitor (Ebel et al., 1984). Furthermore, homomeric 
ACCase mRNA also accumulates in response to elicitor in alfalfa cells (Shorrosh et al., 
1994). Thus, in these species, expression of the homomeric ACCase gene(s) also varies in 
response to enviromental factors. Whether this occurs in Arabidopsis as well, and, if so, 
whether the induced ACC mRNA is a product of the ACCI or the ACC2 gene remains to be 
determined. 
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Figure I. The homomeric ACCase mRNA accumulation in Arabidopsis 
L = Leaf; B = Bud; F = Opening Flower; 
1-15 = Siliques (days after flowering) 
Figure 2. Cellular distribution of homomeric ACCase mRNA in the organs of Arabidopsis 
thaliana. The tissues are hybridized with antisense ( A, B, D, E, F. G ) and sense (C) RNAs 
transcribed from the ACCl cDNA. (A-C) Siliques 1 day after flowering (DAF); (D-H ) 
Siliques 3, 5, 7, 9 and 12 DAF, respectively. Sections are stained with Toluidine Blue O. w 
= silique wall; ii = inner integiiment of ovule; oi = outer integument of ovule; ge = globular 
embryo; he = heart embryo; te = torpedo embryo; ce = curled embryo; me = mature 
embryo; su = suspensor; s = central septum. Bar = 309 jim in A. 60 |im in B and C. 59 (am 
in D and E, 70 (am in F, 125 (im in G, and 101 (am in H. 

Figure 2. (Continued). Cellular distribution of homomeric ACCase in the flower buds of 
Arabidopsis thaliana. The tissues are hybridized with antisense RNA transcribed from the 
ACCl cDNA. (I) Stage 8 flower bud (see Bowman, 1994); (J) Stage 10 flower bud; (K) 
Stage 12 flower bud; (L) Anthers in the stage 8 flower bud; (M) Anther in flower stage 12 
bud; (N) Stamen in the flower stage 12 bud; (O) Anther in the stage 12 flower bud. a = 
anther; f = filament of stamen; o or ov = ovary; sp = sepal; p = petal; r = receptacle; st = 
stigma; t = tapetum. Bar = 154 [im in I. 342 |j.m in J, 249 [im in K, 56 |j.m in L, 58 [am in 
M and N, 61 |im in O. 

Figure 2. (Continued). Cellular distribution of homomeric ACCase in the tissues of 
Arabidopsis thaliana. The tissues are hybridized with antisense RNA transcribed from the 
ACCI cDNA. (P) Pedicel of stage 8 flower buds; (Q) Pedicel and peduncle of stage 8 flower 
buds; (R-S) Cotyledons of seedlings 2 days after imbibition; fT) Root and stem of seedlings 
2 days after imbibition; U) first leaf fi^om seedlings 8 days after imbibition. Sections are 
stained with Toluidine Blue O. pd = pedicel; pdu = peduncle; cot = cotyledon; ap = apical 
meristem; sc = seed coat; rt = root; 1 = leaf; tri = trichome. Bar = 50 (j,m in P. 312 |im in Q. 
66 jam in R, 45 jam in S and T. and 17 jam in U. 
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CHAPTER 4: EXPRESSION OF THE GENES ENCODING BIOTIN 
SYNTHASE mARABIDOPSIS THALIANA 
A paper to be submitted to Plant Physiology 
Jinshan Ke'^'.Basil J. Nikolau% and Eve Syrkin Wurtele"^!, 
ABSTRACT 
Biotin is a cofactor required for the activity of carboxylases such as acetyl-CoA 
carboxylase, and decarboxylases. Biotin synthase catalyzes the last step of biotin synthesis. 
The expression of the bio2 gene, coding for biotin synthase, has been investigated in 
Arabidopsis. RNA blots show that the mRNA of the gene accumulates at high levels in the 
leaves, flower buds and young siliques. Only low levels of biotin synthase mRNA 
accumulate in siliques older than 7 days after flowering. In situ hybridization reveals that 
biotin synthase mRNA accumulates specifically in the epidermis of siliques and stems. In 
contrast, the mRNA accumulation is uniform in leaves, trichomes, buds, and apical leaf 
meristems. 
INTRODUCTION 
Biotin is a small molecule that is covalently attached to a diverse set of enzymes and acts as a 
cofactor absolutely required for their enzymatic function. As such, biotin is critical for 
virtually all living organisms. Biotin-containing enzymes of plants include: acetyl-CoA 
carboxylase, which is a key regulatory enzymes in the synthesis of membrane 
JTo whom reprints should be addressed. 
"'"Department of Botany, and ^Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics. Iowa State 
University, Ames. IA 50011. 
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phospholipids, and triacylglycerides. It is also required for synthesis of a wide variety of 
secondary plant products; methylcrotonyl-CoA carboxylase, thought to be critical to both 
leucine catabolism and the mevalonate shunt (Moss and Lane 1971, Wurtele and Nikolau, 
1990; Chen et al., 1993; Wang et al.. 1994, 1995; Song et al., 1994); pyruvate carboxylase 
(Wurtele and Nikolau, 1990); and geranoyl-CoA carboxylase, which may be involved in 
isoprenoid catabolism in plants (Guan, 1994). Thus, biosynthesis of membrane 
phospholipids, cuticular waxes, flavonoids, and a variety of other metabolites is dependent on 
the biotin cofactor (Moss and Lane, 1971; Nikolau et al., 1984). 
Biotin is synthesized de novo by only a subset of organisms. Animals, including 
humans, many fungi, and many prokaryotes require exogenous biotin. or in a few cases an 
immediate biotin precursor, to provide the biotin needed for their metabolism (Gyorgy and 
Langer. 1968). Though plants are possibly the major source of biotin in the biosphere, little 
is known about biotin biology in this Kingdom. Until 1982, it was still debated whether 
plants could synthesize this molecule (Watanabe et al., 1982). It was demonstrated in 1990 
that plants have several different biotin-containing enzymes (Wurtele and Nikolau. 1990). 
The pathway of biotin biosynthesis from pimelic acid has been best characterized in 
E. coli. E. coli requires four enzymes, and a minimum of six genes, to convert pimelic acid 
to biotin. The isolation and characterization of a mutant of Arabidopsis {bio I) with a lethal 
phenotype provided the initial insight into the pathway of biotin biosynthesis in plants 
(Schneider et al., 1989). The evidence to date indicates that plants may have a similar 
pathway to that of E. coli (Shellhammer and Meinke, 1990; Baldet et al., 1993b; Patton et al.. 
1995; Weaver etal., 1996). 
Biotin synthesis from dethiobiotin, catalyzed by biotin synthase, is the final step in 
the biotin biosynthetic pathway. Biotin synthase is the only gene of the plant biotin synthetic 
pathway to have been cloned (Weaver et al., 1996). The availability of the biotin synthase 
gene and mRNA provide valuable tools to probe the regulation of biotin synthesis. We 
report the pattern of expression of the biotin synthase gene in Arabidopsis. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Materials 
Arabidopsis [Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh ecotype Columbia)] was grown at 
22°C under continuous fluorescent light (~110 |imol m-2 s-1) and fertilized weekly with a 
fertilizer (Miracle Growth). Second true leaves were harvested from 12-day-old plants. 
Terminal shoot meristems were harvested from plants of 6- to 8-days old. Flower buds, and 
flowers at the time of opening were harvested from 40-day-oId plants that had bolted. After 
the initial two flowers had opened (these flowers were found to produce mature siliques of a 
smaller-than-average size), flowers were tagged with color-coded threads daily upon 
opening, and siliques of 1 to 15 DAF were harvested. 
In Situ Hybridization 
In situ hybridization studies were according to previously described procedures (John 
et al.. 1992; Wang et al., 1995). ^^S-labeled RNA probes (sense and antisense) were 
synthesized from a subclone consisting of the 375 nucleotides at the 3' end of the BI02 
cDNA (Weaver et al., 1996). Slides with hybridized, paraffin-embedded tissue sections were 
coated with nuclear track emulsion (Kodak NTB2), and developed after a 2 to 4 day 
exposure. Photographs were taken under bright-field illimiination. In situ hybridization 
results were repeated three times, with similar results, using material that had been 
independently processed twice. 
RNA Blot Analysis. Standard procedures were used for the isolation, analysis, and 
manipulation of nucleic acids (Sambrook et al., 1989). Total RNAs were extracted from 
Arabidopsis leaves, buds, flowers and siliques using methods described previously ( Weaver 
et al., 1995). The RNA probes were synthesized as for in situ hybridization, except that the 
radioisotope used was ^"P instead of ^^S. 
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RESULTS 
Distribution of Biotin Synthase mRNA in Developing Flowers and Siliques of 
Arabidopsis 
RNA blot analysis has shown biotin synthase mRNA accumulates in developing 
siliques (5 to 7 DAF) and to a lesser extent in mature siliques just before desiccation (10 to 
13 DAF) (Weaver et al., 1995). A more detailed examination of accumulation of the biotin 
synthase mRNA during development is presented in Figure 1. To identify the tissues and 
organs of the silique in which biotin synthase mRNA accumulates, and to define its temporal 
pattern of accumulation, the spatial distribution of biotin synthase mRNA was examined in 
flower buds before opening, at the time of opening, and during silique development. 
Biotin synthase mRNA is distributed throughout the cells of silique walls, central 
septum, and inner and outer integuments of 1 DAF siliques (Fig. 2, A). Siliques of 2 to 3 
DAF are undergoing rapid expansion in the silique proper, and contain embryos in the 
globular stage. These accumulate biotin synthase mRNA, with a similar distribution through 
all the cells of the silique (Fig. 2, B). Siliques at 4 DAF have already ceased expansion; the 
level of biotin synthase mRNA is reduced in all maternally derived silique tissues at this time 
(Fig. 2, C), with the exception of the outer epidermal cell layer. Biotin synthase mRNA is 
undetectable in the siliques throughout the remainder of silique development and the 
beginnings of desiccation (to 13 DAF), again with the exception of its presence in the outer 
epidermal cells. Control sections of 7 DAF siliques, probed with sense BI02 RNA, showed 
few silver grains in any cells or tissues (Fig. 2, F). 
In contrast to the maternally derived tissues of the siliques, embryos at the globular 
stage of development (3 DAF) accumulate biotin synthase mRNA throughout all cell types. 
The level of biotin synthase mRNA accumulation remains high throughout heart, torpedo and 
"walking stick" embryo stages (from 4 to 7 DAF) (Fig. 2, B-F). However, by 9 and 10 DAF. 
when embryos have reached the maturation stage, the level of embryonic biotin synthase 
mRNA accumulation is reduced. Embryos at 12 DAF show no detectable biotin synthase 
mRNA accumulation (Fig. 2, G-H). 
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Siliques of 3 DAF accumulate biotin synthase mRNA to a iiigh level in the outer 
epidermal cells of the silique. Accumulation in these outer epidermal cells persists 
throughout all subsequent stages of silique development, and a high level of biotin synthase 
mRNA is still apparent in 13 DAF siliques. Indeed, the level of accumulation of biotin 
synthase mRNA in the outer epidermal cells of the silique is higher than observed in any 
other tissue or cell type at any other developmental stage (Fig. 2,1-N). 
Biotin synthase mRNA is also distributed throughout the cells of the ovary, ovules, 
stamen, sepals, and petals of flower buds (Fig. 2,0). 
Distribution of Biotin Synthase mRNA in Developing Leaves and Shoot Meristems 
Biotin synthase mRNA accumulation was examined in vegetative organs. In shoot 
meristems, biotin synthase mRNA accumulation is most pronounced in the meristematic 
dome and leaf primordia; (Fig. 2, Q). The epidermal cells of young stems 0.3 cm below the 
apical merstem accumulate high levels of biotin synthase mRNA (Fig. 2, S). 
Accumulation of biotin synthase mRNA was also examined in young, developing 
leaves; these leaves were still expanding and contained cells that had not yet fully 
differentiated. Within the accuracy of the in situ hybridizations, the biotin synthase mRNA is 
distributed evenly throughout the cell types of the leaf (Fig. 2, X). In addition, the high 
accumulation occurs in trichomes (Fig. 2, U, W). 
DISCUSSION 
Boimd biotin is integral to the carboxyl transfer reactions catalyzed by biotin-
containing enzymes. Biotin is covalently bound to the epsilon-NH2 group of a conserved 
lysine residue present in all studied biotin-containing enzymes (Knowles, 1989). 
Biotinylation of the apoprotein is catalized by the enzyme biotin ligase (Baker and Campbell, 
1981; Wang et al., 1995). In E. colt, which has a single biotin-containing enzyme (acetyl-
CoA carboxylase), availability of the acetyl-CoA carboxylase apoprotein directly controls 
biotin biosynthesis (Barker and Campbell, 1981; Cronan, 1989). This control is mediated by 
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the biflinctional BirA protein (which has both biotin ligase activity and repressor activity). In 
the presence of apoprotein, the BirA protein ligates biotin to the apoprotein. In the absense of 
apoprotein, the BirA protein represses the biotin operon containing the biotin biosynthetic 
genes (Cronan, 1989). Thus, biotin biosynthesis only occurs if apoprotein is available for 
biotinylation. 
In plants, the relationship between biotin synthesis and apoprotein biotinylation has 
not yet been examined. Clearly, such a relationship, if it exists, would have to be complex, 
as there are at least 4 plant biotin-containing enzymes located in at least three subcellular 
compartments (Wurtele and Nikolau, 1990; Guan, 1994; Alban et al, 1994; Sasaki et al.. 
1993; Baldet et al., 1992; Guan, Diez, Wurtele and Nikolau, unpublished data). One 
indication that biotin synthesis may be independent of apoprotein availablity is that much of 
the 50-200 ng/g fresh weight biotin in plants is present as free biotin (Shellhammer and 
Meinke, 1990; Baldet et al., 1993a; Wang et al., 1995). For example, tomato roots have a 4-
fold excess of free biotin compared to bound biotin (Wang et al., 1995). The ftinction, if any. 
of such free biotin is not understood. Recently, an example of the level of activity of a plant 
biotin-containing enzyme being regulated by biotinylation has been described. In tomato 
roots, methylcrotonyl-CoA carboxylase activity is dependent on the rate of biotinylation of 
the apoprotein but is independent of the concentration of free biotin (Wang et al., 1995). 
The final reaction in biotin biosynthesis is the addition of sulphur to two carbons on the 
imidazole ring of dethiobiotin, to form biotin, a valeric acid-substituted thiophene ring fused 
to an imidazole ring. An in vitro assay for biotin synthase has only recently been developed 
for E. colt biotin synthase, resulting in a partial definition of the complex requirements for 
the activity of this enzyme (Birch et al., 1995). In addition to the E. coli biotin synthase 
protein (which is 53% identical in sequence to plant biotin synthase, and coded for by the 
bioB gene), a flavoxin, a ferrodoxin-NADPH reductase, and a thiamine pyrrophosphate-
dependent peptide appears to be essential for activity (Birch et al., 1995). The requirements 
for plant biotin synthase are not known, no in vivo or in vitro assay has been developed. 
Studying the expressed plant protein may enable us to define the plant biotin synthase 
reaction. 
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The developmental patterns of biotin synthase mRNA accumulation in Arabidopsis 
are complex. Frequently developmental control of gene expression occur at the 
transcriptional level. To begin to address whether this was the case for biotin synthase, we 
examined whether biotin synthase mRNA accumulated to high levels in cells that require 
biotin as a cofactor for high levels of biotin-containing enzymes. This hypothesis would 
predict high levels of biotin synthase mRNA at known sites of accimiulation of biotin-
containing enzymes. For example, because the mRNA encoding biotin-containing enzyme 
acetyl-CoA carboxylase, required for synthesis of membrane phospholipids, accumulates in 
growing tissue (Ke et al., in preparation), we hypothesized that such tissues might contain 
elevated levels of biotin synthase mRNA. This is only in part what we observed. In general, 
biotin synthase mRNA accumulates in rapidly growing organs, both reproductive and 
vegetative. These include developing embryos, developing siliques, enlarging leaves, the 
apical dome, and first two leaf primordia of the shoot meristems. However, other growing 
regions do not accumulate biotin synthase mRNA to a detectable level. For example, the 
third and fourth leaf primordia as well as most of the young stem basal to the meristem 
accumulate only very low levels of biotin synthase mRNA. Yet these regions are rapidly 
growing both by cell division and cell expansion, and require acetyl-CoA carboxylase to 
generate membrane phospholipids for this process. It is possible that the biotin for these 
growing cells is transported from another location in the plant. Indeed, biotin is taken up by 
the roots and translocated throughout all cells of the plant. One line of evidence for this is the 
homozygous biol biotin auxotrophic mutation of Arabidopsis, which confers a lethal 
phenotype. However, a constant exogenous supply of biotin to the roots is sufficient to 
enable homozygous biol mutants plant to survive and develop with a normal phenotype. 
Acetyl-CoA carboxylase mRNAs and protein accumulate to high levels in the embryo 
during oil accumuation (Ke et al., 1997). Biotin synthase mRNA also accumulates in 
embryos at this time. The cells accumulating the highest levels of biotin synthase mRNA, 
cells of the silique outer epidermis between 4 to 13 DAF, are fully expanded. We can 
suggest no compelling rationale for the presence of high levels of biotin synthase mRNA in 
silique epidermal cells at this time. The skewed spatial distribution of biotin synthase mRNA 
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in the ceils of the outer epidermis of the siiique wall indicates high levels of biotin may 
accumulate in these cells. Biotin content is higher in mature green siliques than in other 
organs analysed (Shellhammer and Meinke, 1990). It is possible the high levels of biotin 
synthase mRNA reflect higher biotin synthesis for utilization as cofactors for the biotin 
enzymes required for cuticular waxes synthesized by these cells; both heteromeric and 
homomeric acetyl-CoA carboxylase are required for cuticular wax biosynthesis, one for both 
fatty acid synthesis and one for fatty acid elongation (Yanai et al., 1995; Choi et al.. 1995). 
However, if this is the case, one might predict high levels of biotin synthase mRNA would 
accumulate in leaf epidermal cells as well, as these cells also form cuticular waxes. Yet, 
biotin synthase mRNA levels in the leaf epidermis are similar to those in other leaf cells. 
Also, the timing of cuticular wax biosynthesis and biotin synthase mRNA accumulation is 
dissimilar; biotin synthase mRNA is present in the outer epidermal cells of siliques long after 
cuticular wax biogenesis has ceased. An alternate explanation for the high level of biotin 
synthase mRNA in the siiique epidermis is that biotin synthesized in the siiique epidermis is 
translocated to the seed or some other part of the plant. It is also possible that the high biotin 
synthase mRNA level does not reflect a high level of biotin synthesis. 
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Figure 1. AccuniuJation of biotin synthase mRNA in Ambidopsis. 
L = Leaf; B = Bud; F = Opening Flower; 
I -15 = siliques (days after flowering) 
Figure 2. Cellular distribution of mRNA of biotin synthase in siliques of Arabidopsis 
thaliana. The tissues are hybridized with labeled antisense ( A-E. G-N ) and sense (F) 
IINA transcribed from biotin synthase cDNA. A) Siliques 1 day after flowering (DAF); 
(B-E) Ovules and embryos of siliques 3, 4, 5 and 7 DAP, respectively; (F) siliques 7 DAF; 
(G-H) Ovules and embryos of siliques 9 and 13 DAP, respectively; (I-N) silique walls of 
siliques 3, 4. 5, 7, 9 and 13 DAP, respectively. Sections are stained with Toluidine. w = 
silique wall; ii = inner integument of ovule; oi = outer integument of ovule; o = ovules; ge 
= globular embryo; he = heart embryo; te = torpedo embryo; ce = curled embryo: me = 
mature embryo; s = central septum. Bar = 79 |am in A, 69 |im in B, 67 jam in C, 53 jam in 
D, 71 jam in E, 143 ^m in F, 84 jam in G, 120 jam in H, 87 jam in I, 114 jam in J, 212 jam in 
K, 130 jam in L, 155 jam in M. and 129 jam in N. 

Figure 2. (Continued). Cellular distribution of mRNA of biotin synthase in the siliques of 
Arabidopsis thaliana. Stained sections ( P, R, T, V. and Y), and sections hybridized with 
labeled antisense RNA transcribed from the biotin synthase cDNA (0, Q, S, U, W. and 
X). (0-P) Young flower bud (Stage 8); (Q-R) Apical meristem of vegetative shoot; (S-T ) 
Stems of 8-day-old seedlings 0.3 cm below the apical meristem; (U. V. W) leaves of 8-day-
old seedlings with trichomes; (X-Y) young leaves of 8-day-old seedling. Sections are 
stained with Toluidine Blue O. sp = sepal; p = petal; a = anther; f = filament of stamen; ap 
= apical meristem; pde = protoderm; x = vascular bundle; 1 = leaf; tri = trichome. Bar = 
235 |am in O, 207 jam in P, 64 }im in Q, 88 |am in R. 78 |am in S, 80 jam in T, 92 |im in U. 
89 |im in V, 76 |im in W, 428 fim in X, and 393 [am in Y. 
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General Conclusions 
It was not accepted by many, until recently, that there are two types of ACCase in 
plant cells. In most plant species, the heteromeric ACCase is plastidic, generating malonyl-
CoA for de novo fatty acid synthesis. In contrast, the homomeric ACCase is cytosolic. 
producing malonyl-CoA for the elongation of fatty acids and synthesis of a variety of 
phytochemicals. Most of the previous studies have focused on the purification of ACCase 
and the correlation between the enzyme activity and fatty acid and lipid accumulation. The 
results are not very meaningful because the existence of different types of ACCase in plants 
was not known prior to 1993. Very little was known about the expression and regulation of 
genes encoding both types of ACCase. It was my goal to better understand the regulation of 
genes involved in the early stages of fatty acid synthesis using the model plant species 
Arabidopsis thaliana. 
Chapter 2 of the dissertation confirms that CACl protein is located in plastids, and 
indicates the high level of the encoded BCCP protein is correlated with a high accumulation 
of C AC 1 mRNA. In Chapters I and Appendix E, the mRNA accumulation of the genes 
encoding the heteromeric ACCase is examined in detail in the leaves, flowers, buds, and 
developing siliques. These four mRNAs coordinately accumulate in those organs. The 
highest accumulation occurs in the organs undergoing rapid growth and rapid oil 
accumulation. In growing organs, large amounts of membrane phospholipids are synthesized 
and therefore these organs require substantial amounts of plastidic malonyl CoA for fatty 
acid synthesis. In growing embryos, fatty acids are required for both the synthesis of 
membrane phospholipids and triacylglycerol (oil). These data indicate that all four 
heteromeric ACCase genes are developmentally regulated and that this regulation may be at 
the transcriptional level. 
In Chapter 3,1 present my results on the accumulation of homomeric ACCase 
mRNA. This mlWA is detected in the epidermis of a variety of organs such as in the leaves, 
peduncle, pedicel, petals, filaments of flower buds, and the cotyledons of embryos of 
germinating seeds. These findings are consistent with and extend reports that homomeric 
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ACCase is detected in the epidermis of leaves of pea and leek. Cuticular waxes, flavonoids. 
and various phytoalexins, ail of which require malonyl-CoA precursor generated by the 
cytosolic homomeric ACCase, are present in or on the epidermis of plants. Probably the 
increased homomeric ACCase in the epidermis is important for the synthesis of the 
phytochemicals. It is also particularly interesting to find that homomeric ACCase mRNA 
accumulates to high level in the tapetum of anthers, stigmas of ovaries, the irmer integuments 
of ovules of ovaries of 1-day old siliques, and apical meristems of seedlings. I postulate high 
levels malonyl-CoA are required in the inner integuments for phlobaphen synthesis. 
Biotin is a cofactor for both type of ACCases, and biotin synthase catalyzes the last 
reaction of biotin synthesis. Chapter 4 presents the expression of the gene encoding biotin 
synthase in Arabidopsis. In embryos, the modulation of the biotin synthase mRNA 
accumulation mimicks that of heteromeric ACCase. The requirement of biotin as the 
cofactor for the ACCases, for phospholipids and oils, may partially account for this 
phenomenon. In siliques, the mRNA of biotin synthase accumulates in the epidermis of 
siliques from 4 DAF and remains at a high level until 13 DAF. One possible explanation is 
that an undiscovered metabolic process requiring biotin-containing enzymes occurs in the 
epidermis of siliques from 4 to 13 DAF. Alternatively, biotin may be synthesized in the 
silique epidermis, but transported to other tissues for utilization. It is also possible that the 
biotin synthase mRNA is stable in the tissue, and the high level of biotin synthase mRNA 
does not reflect synthesis of biotin. 
Another unanswered question is how acetyl-CoA is generated for ACCase utilization 
in both plastid and cytosol compartments. Appendices A, B, and C describe the expression 
of genes coding for three acetyl-CoA-generating enzymes of plants: citrate lyase, pyruvate 
dehydrogenase, and acetyl-CoA synthetase. The expression pattern of the genes encoding the 
a and P subunits of citrate lyase is nearly identical to that of homomeric ACCase, indicating 
the enzyme may provide acetyl-CoA for utilization by cytosolic, homomeric ACCase. In 
contrast, the gene encoding the Ei P subunit of chloroplastic pyruvate dehydrogenase 
expresses in a similar pattern to that of heteromeric ACCase, indicating that plastidic 
pyruvate dehydrogenase may provide acetyl-CoA for heteromeric ACCase. The mRNA of 
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the gene encoding acetyl-CoA synthetase accumulates at low level in embryos, but at high 
levels in root tips of germinating seeds and filaments of flower buds. The expression pattem 
is not clearly correlated to either the homomeric ACCase or to the heteromeric ACCase. 
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APPENDIX A: EXPRESSION OF THE GENES ENCODING ATP 
CITRATE LYASE mARABIDOPSIS 
Plant cellular membranes are impermeable to acetyl-CoA. Thus, this compound must 
be synthesized in situ in the subcellular compartment in which it is required. A major 
metabolic question is how cells supply the large amounts of acetyl-CoA needed for fatty acid 
synthesis in the plastids, and for the many acetyl-CoA derived phytochemicals synthesized in 
cytosol. Three enzymes, ATP citrate lyase, pyruvate dehydrogenase ( see Appendix B) and 
acetyl-CoA carboxylase (see Appendix C), generate acetyl-CoA carboxylase in plant cells. 
ATP citrate lyase catalyzes the formation of acetyl-CoA and oxaloacetate from citrate. 
ATP citrate lyase 
Citrate + ATP + CoA < > Oxaloacetate + Acetyl-CoA + ADP +Pi 
There are controversial results regarding the subcellular localization of citrate lyase in 
plants. The enzyme was reported to be localized in the plastids of castor bean and rape seed 
(Rateledge et al., 1997; Fritsch et al., 1979). On the other hand, the enzyme was found in the 
cytosol of pea (Kaethner et al., 1985). Furthermore, two cDNAs coding for the a and P 
subunits of ATP citrate lyase (TASG097 and VBVYCOl) respectively, have been cloned 
from Arabidopsis recently (Johnson, Wurtele and Nikolau, unpublished); these encode no 
putative plastid-targeting sequence. 
To ftirther understand the role of the enzyme in plant metabolism, the expression of 
the genes was examined in Arabidopsis by in situ hybridization (Fig. 1 and 2). The complex 
pattern of citrate lyase mRNA accumulation is almost identical to that of the homomeric 
ACCase. An exception is the high accumulation of citrate lyase mRNA in the xylem tissue 
of a variety of organs such as the silique, peduncle, pedicel, young stem, root, leaf and 
cotyledon. Homomeric ACCase is a cytosolic enzyme, generating malonyl-CoA in the 
cytosol for synthesis of a wide variety of phytochemicals. The results indicate that citrate 
lyase may supply acetyl-CoA to the cytosol for malonyl-CoA synthesis. This malonyl-CoA 
would then be utilized for the synthesis of other phytochemicals. 
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Figure 1. Cellular localization of the mRNA encoding the a subunit of ATP citrate lyase in 
Arabidopsis tissues. The tissues are hybridized with an antisense RNA transcribed from 
TASG097 cDNA. (A) Upper half of receptacle of a silique I DAF; (B) Upper half of 
receptacles of siliques 2 DAF; (C) Lower half of receptacle of siliques 2 DAF; (D) Pedicel 
of silique 2 DAF; (E) Upper third of siliques 1 DAF; (F) Upper third of a silique 2 DAF; 
(G) Silique 1 DAF; (H) Ovules of silique I DAF; (1) Wall of silique 1 DAF. Sections are 
stained with Toluidine Blue O. w = silique wall; ii = inner integument of ovule; oi = outer 
integument of ovule; o = ovule; s =central septum; x = vascular bundle; r = receptacle; n = 
nectary; po = petal abscission zone; so = sepal abscission zone. Bar = 45 |am in A, 46 |im 
in B, 57 |j.m in C, 50 |am in D, 62 |im in E, 58 |im in F, 341 jam in G, 64 |im in H, and 68 
l^m in I. 
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Figure 1. (Continued). Cellular localization of the mRNA encoding the a subunit of ATP 
citrate lyase in Arabidopsis tissues. The tissues are hybridized with antisense RNA 
transcribed from TASG097 cDNA. (J-N) Embryos in the ovules of siliques 3. 5. 7. 9 and 
DAF, respectively; (O) Stigma of ovary from opening flower bud (stage 8); (P) Stigma of 
ovary from opening flower (stage 13); (Q) Young flower bud (stage 7). Sections are 
stained with Toluidine Blue O. a = anther; ov = ovary; w = silique wall; ii = inner 
integument of ovule; oi = outer integument of ovule; o = ovule; ge = globular embryo; he = 
heart embryo; te = torpedo embryo; ce = curled embryo; me = mature embryo; s = central 
septum; stg = stigma. Bar = 27 |im in J, 37 {im in K, 50 jam in L. 57 jim in M, 58 |am in N, 
49 [im in O, 250 |im in P, and 40 |im in Q. 

Figure 1. (Continued). Cellular localization of the mRNA encoding the a subunit of ATP 
citrate lyase in Arabidopsis tissues. The tissues are hybridized with antisense RNA 
transcribed from TASG097 cDNA. (R) Petal and anther of a young flower bud (stage 12); 
(S) Cotyledons from seedling 2 days after imbibition; (T) Cotyledon node in seedlings 2 
days after imbibition; (U) Apical meristem of seedlings 2 days after imbibition; (V) 
Seedlings 2 days after imbibition; (W) Cotyledons of seedlings 2 days after imbibition; 
(X) First leaf from plants 8 days after imbibition; (Y) Root of young seedlings 4 days after 
imbibition. Sections are stained with Toluidine Blue O. p = petal; sp = sepal; a = anther; ov 
= ovary; cot - cotyledon; x = vascular bundle; ap = apical meristem; rt = root; rtp = root 
tip; I = leaf; tri = trichome. sc = seed coat. Bar = 61 |im in R, 122 fim in S. 14 fim in T. 73 
|am in U, 143 |im in V, 57 |am in W, 22 pm in X, and 44 pm in Y. 
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Figure 2. Cellular localization of the mRNA encoding the p subunit of ATP citrate lyase in 
Arabidopsis tissues. The tissues are hybridized with an antisense RNA transcribed 
VBVYCOl cDNA. (A) Upper half of receptacle of a silique 1 DAF; (B) Upper half of 
receptacles of silique 2 DAF; (C) ) Lower half of receptacles of siliques 2 DAF; (D) 
Ovules of siliques 1 DAF; (E) Wall of silique 1 DAF; (F); Upper third of siliques 1 DAF; 
(G) Upper third of a silique 2 DAF; (H) Silique I DAF. Sections are stained with Toluidine 
Blue O. w = silique wall; ii = inner integument of ovule; oi = outer integument of ovule; o 
= ovule; s = central septum; x = vascular bundle; r = receptacle; n = nectary; po = petal 
abscission zone; so = sepal abscission zone. Bar = 58 |im in A and D, 56 jam in B. 62 |im 
in C, 72 |im in E, 54 ^im in F, 60 |im in G, and 162 |j.m in H. 

Figure 2. (Continued). Cellular localization of the mRNA encoding the p subunits of ATP 
citrate lyase in Arabidopsis tissues. The tissues are hybridized with antisense RNA 
transcribed from VBVYCOl cDNA. (I-M) Embryos in the ovules of silques 3, 5, 7, 9 and 
DAF, respectively; (N) Stigma of ovary from opening flower buds(stage 8); (O) Stigma of 
ovary from opening flower (stage 13); (P) Yoimg flower bud (stage 7). Sections are stained 
with Toluidine Blue O. a = anther; ov = ovary; w = silique wall; ii = irmer integument 

Figure 2. (Continued). Cellular localization of the niRNA encoding the p subunit of ATP 
citrate lyase in Arabidopsis tissues. The tissues are hybridized with antisense RNA 
transcribed from VBVYCOl cDNA. (Q) Petal and anther of a young flower bud (stage 
12); (R) Cotyledons from seedling 2 days after imbibition; (S) Cotyledon node in seedling 
2 days after imbibition; (T) Apical meristem of seedlings 2 days after imbibition; (U) 
Seedlings 2 days after imbibition; (V) Cotyledons of seedlings 2 days after imbibition; 
(W) First leaf from plants 8 days after imbibition; (X) Root of young seedlings 4 days after 
imbibition. Sections are stained with Toluidine Blue O. p = petal; sp = sepal; a = anther; ov 
= ovary; cot = cotyledon; x = vascular bundle; ap = apical meristem; rt = root; rtp = root 
tip; 1 = leaf; tri = trichome; sc = seed coat. Bar = 64 |am in P. Ill |im in Q, 15 |im in R, 
134 |im in S, 160 |im in T, 44 jim in U, 21 |im in V, and 45 |im in W. 
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APPENDIX B: EXPRESSION OF A GENE ENCODING THE E, p SUBUNIT OF 
PYRUVATE DEHYDROGENASE IN ARABIDOPSIS 
Pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH) catalyzes the formation of acetyl-CoA from pyruvate. 
Pyruvate Dehydrogenase 
Pyruvate + CoA + NAD^ > Acetyl-CoA + COi + NADH 
In situ hybridization results show that the mRNA coding for the Ejp subunit of the 
chloroplastic PDH accumulates in a similar pattem to that of heteromeric ACCase. For 
example, the highest level of accumulation is in embryos 7 days after flowering (D AF) when 
ACCase expression and oil accumulation are at the maximum level. This indicates that PDH 
may be the major enzyme for supplying acetyl-CoA for fatty acid synthesis for oils. 
Figure I. Cellular localization of the mRNA encoding the E| P subunits of pyruvate 
dehydrogenase in Arabidopsis tissues. The tissues are hybridized with antisense RNA 
transcribed from the 459 bp BamHI fragment of the Ej P subunit of pyruvate 
dehydrogenase cDNA, obtained from Dr. David Oliver. (A-B) siliques 1 and 3 DAF, 
respectively; (C-E) Ovules and embryos of siliques 5, 7 and 9 DAF, respectively. Sections 
are stained with Toluidine Blue O. w = silique wall; ii = inner integument of ovule; oi = 
outer integument of ovule; o = ovule; ge = globular embryo; he = heart embryo; te = 
torpedo embryo; ce = curled embryo; s = central septum. Bar = 51 |am in A, 30 |am in B, 
49 |im in C, 61 |im in D, and 48 f^m in E. 
L 2 4  
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APPEIVDIX C: EXPRESSION OF THE GEISTE ENCODING ACETYL-COA 
SYNTHETASE mARABIDOPSIS 
Acetyl-CoA synthetase catalyzes the formation of acetyl-CoA from acetate. 
Acetyl-CoA synthetase 
Acetate + CoA +ATP >• Acetyl-CoA + AMP + PPi 
The enzyme is regarded by some as very important for acetyl-CoA supply in plastids 
(Roughan and Slack, 1982; Ohlrogge et al.. 1995). However, our results show that the 
mRNA coding for this enzyme accumulates at a very low level in the embryos of Arabidopsis 
at times when both heteromeric ACCase mRNA accumulation and oil accumulation are very 
high. Instead, the acetyl-CoA synthetase gene is highly expressed in the root tips of radicles 
of embryos in seeds from 1 to 4 days after imbibition, and in anther filaments (especially near 
the junction of the filament and anther). The results indicate that acetyl-CoA synthetase may 
not be important in providing acetyl-CoA for fatty acid s>Tithesis for oils. The physiological 
function of acetyl-CoA synthetase is not clear. 
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Figure 1. Cellular localization of the mRNA encoding the acetyl-CoA sjmthetase in 
Arabidopsis tissues. The tissues are hybridized with antisense RNA probe transcribed from 
the 761 bp BamHI fragment of acetyl-CoA synthetase cDNA obtained from Dr. David 
Oliver. (A-B) Siliques 1 DAF; (C) Silique 2 DAF: (D-H) Ovules and embryos of siliques 
3. 5, 7. 9, and 12 DAF. respectively. Sections are stained with Toluidine Blue O. \v = 
silique wall; ii = inner integument of ovule; oi = outer integument of ovule; o = ovule; ge 
= globular embryo; he = heart embryo; te = torpedo embryo; ce = curled embryo; me = 
mature embryo; s = central septum; fix = funiculus. Bar = 53 [am in A. 54 jam in B. 44 ^m 
in C, 31 [xm in D, 56 fim in E, 43 |im in F, 50 ^m in G. and 52 jam in H. 

Figure I. (Continued). Cellular localization of the niRNA encoding the acetyl-CoA 
synthetase in Arabidopsis tissues. The tissues are hybridized with antisense EINA probe 
transcribed from the 761 bp BamHI fragment of acetyl-CoA synthetase cDNA. (I-J) Seeds 
1 day after imbibition; (K-L) Seedlings 2 days after imbibition; (M, N) Seedlings 3 and 4 
days after imbibition, respectively; (0-P) Young flower buds (stage 10, in Bowman. 1994). 
Sections are stained with Toluidine Blue O. sc = seed coat; rt = root; cot = cotyledon; Irt = 
root hair; a = anther; f = filament of stamen; ov = ovary; sp = sepal; p - petal. Bar = 193 
lJ.m in I, 44 [im in J. 106 ^m in K, 113 |J.m in L. 299 jam in M, 143 |j.m in N, 374 [im in O. 
and 55 |j.m in P. 
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APPENDIX D: EXPRESSION OF THE EMB3 GENE IN CARROT (DAUCUS 
CAROTA) 
The generation of somatic embryo from carrot callus was the earliest and one of the 
best developed systems for the study of embryo development. Many genes that specifically 
express in somatic embryos but not m callus tissue, have been identified in our lab. One of 
the genes that I studied was EMB3, which shares high sequence homology to a root-specific 
gene ZRF3 in com and to several other genes (Wang et al., 1995). My results show that the 
gene is present in about 2 copies in the carrot genome (Fig. 1, A). RNA blots show that the 
mRNA accumulates in the embryo, but not in callus; highest mRNA accumulation is during 
early somatic embryo development and expression decreases during late embryo 
development (Fig. 1, B). In situ hybridization reveals that the gene is expressed in the 
protodermal cells of globular and heart embryos. Even abberrant-appearing globular 
embryos show a high level of EMB3 mRNA accumulation in the protoderm. In torpedo and 
germinating somatic and zygotic embryos, the gene is expressed in epidermal cells, but only 
of the cotyledons. In the cotyledons of seedlings, the gene is expressed in the first layer of 
cortical cells beneath the epidermis (Figure 2). Transgenic carrot cells were made containing 
constructs designed to express EMB3 in its sense and antisense orientations. Somatic embryo 
formation and development were not affected in these transgenic lines. The function of the 
gene is currently unknown. 
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Figure 1 (A). Southern blot of carrot genomic 
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Figure IB. Accumulation of EMB3 mRNA in carrot 
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Ct = Cotyledon; S = Stem; R = Root; L = Leaf; 
C = Callus cells; 1 = Globular embryos; 
2 = Globular and heart embryos; 3 = Heart and torpedo embryos; 
4 = Torpedo embi^os; 5 = Somatic seedlings. 
Figure 2. Cellular localization of the mRNA of EMB3 gene in carrot tissues. Tissues are 
hybridized with labeled EMB3 antisense (A, C, D, E, F, and H) and sense (B. and G) 
RNA (Wang et al., 1995). (A-G) Somatic embryos and somatic seedling; (H) Zygotic 
seedling; (A, B, C) Globular embryos; (D) Heart embryos; (E) Torpedo embryo; (F. G) 
somatic seedling; (H) Cotyledon from zygotic seedlings. Sections are stained with 
Toluidine Blue O. cot = cotyledon; ue = upper epidermis; le = lower epidermis; rtp = root 
tip. Bar =116 fim in A, 106 |im in B, 96 jam in C, 102 ^im in D, 231 |im in E, 331 |am in F 
and G, and 141 |am in H. 
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APPENDIX E: BIOCHEMICAL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGICAL 
CHARACTERIZATION OF CAC2: TUE AJtABIDOPSlS THALIANA GENE 
CODING FOR THE BIOTIN CARBOXYLASE SUBUNIT OF THE PLASTIDIC 
ACETYL-CoA CARBOXYLASE ^  
A paper accepted by Plant Physiology 
Jingdong Sun, Jinshan Ke, Jerry L. Johnson, Basil J. Nikolau, and Eve Syrkin Wurtele 
ABSTRACT 
The biotin carboxylase subunit of the heteromeric chloroplastic acetyl-CoA carboxylase of 
Arabidopsis thaliana is coded by a single gene (CAC2), which is interrupted by 15 introns. 
The cDNA encodes a deduced protein of 537 amino acids with an apparent N-terminal 
chloroplast-targeting transit peptide. Antibodies generated to a glutathione-S-transferase-
CAC2 fusion protein react soley with a 51-lcD polypeptide of Arabidopsis; these antibodies 
also inhibit acetyl-CoA carboxylase activity in extracts of Arabidopsis. The entire CAC2 
^This work was supported in part by a grant from the Iowa Soybean Promotion Board to 
ESW and BJN, and by a research award to JK from the Iowa State University Molecular, 
Cellular and Developmental Biology graduate program. This is Journal Paper No. J-I7380 of 
the Iowa Agricultural and Home Economics Experiment Station, Ames, lA., Project Nos. 
2997 and 2913, and supported by Hatch Act and State of Iowa funds. 
•Corresponding author; email mash@iastate.edu, FAX 515-294-1337 
Department of Botany (J.S., J.K., E.S.W.), Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics 
(J.L.J., B.J.N.), Iowa State University, Ames, lA 50011-1020 
Abbreviations ACCase, acetyl-CoA carboxylase; BCC, biotin carboxyl carrier; DAF, days 
after flowering; EST, expressed sequence tag; GST, glutathione-S-transferase; IX SSC, 0.15 
M NaCI, 15 mM sodium citrate. 
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cDNA sequence was expressed in Escherichia coli and die resulting recombinant biotin 
carboxylase was enzymatically active in carboxylating free biotin. The catalytic properties of 
the recombinant biotin carboxylase indicate that the activity of the heteromeric ACCase may 
be regulated by light/dark induced changes in stromal pH. The CAC2 gene is maximally 
expressed in organs and tissues that are actively synthesizing fatty acids for membrane lipids 
or oil deposition. The observed expression pattem of CAC2 mirrors that previously reported 
for the CACl gene (Choi et al., 1995; Ke et al., 1997), which codes for the biotin carboxyl 
carrier subunit of the heteromeric ACCase. This coordination is probably partially 
established by coordinate transcription of the two genes. This hypothesis is consistent with 
the finding that the CAC2 and CACl gene promoters share a common set of sequence motifs 
that may be important in guiding the transcription of these genes. 
INTRODUCTION 
The biotin-containing enzyme ACCase [acetyl-CoA:carbon dioxide ligase (ADP-
forming), EC 6.4.1.2] catalyzes die ATP-dependent carboxylation of acetyl-CoA to form 
malonyl-CoA. ACCase is the major regulatory point of fatty acid formation in a wide variety 
of organisms (Vagelos, 1971; Wakil et al., 1983; HaBlacher et al., 1993; Li and Cronan, 
1993; Ohlrogge et al., 1993). In plants, malonyl-CoA that is generated in plastids has a single 
known fate, the formation of fatty acids (Ohlrogge et al., 1979; Stumpf, 1987; Harwood, 
1988); in contrast, cytosolic malonyl-CoA is utilized not for de novo fatty acid biosynthesis, 
but for the synthesis of a variety of phytochemicals (Conn, 1981; Nikolau et al., 1984). 
These include epicuticular waxes, suberin, flavonoids, stilbenoids, a variety of malonylated 
chemicals, and free malonic acid. Because malonyl-CoA cannot freely move across 
membrane barriers, it must be formed in the subcellular compartments in which it v^ll be 
utilized, i.e., the plastid and the cytosol. Hence, ACCases occur in each of these 
compartments to generate malonyl-CoA. 
In most flowering plants, including Arabidopsis, there are two structurally distinct 
forms of ACCase (Sasaki et al., 1995). The plastidic enzyme is a heteromer composed of 
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four different tj^pes of polypeptides, organised into three functional proteins: BCC. biotin 
carboxylase, and carboxyltransferase (Sasaki et al., 1993; Choi et al., 1995; Shorrosh et al.. 
1995, 1996). The plant heteromeric ACCase is similar in structure to the ACCase found in 
eubacteria such as Escherichia coli (Guchhait et al., 1974; Kondo et al., 1991; Li and Cronan, 
1992a, 1992b). In contrast, the plant cytosolic ACCase is a homodimer, similar in structure to 
the cytosolic ACCase of other eukaryotes, including mammals and yeast (Lopez-Casillas et 
al., 1988; Walid et al., 1992; Gomicki et al., 1993; Roessler and Ohirogge, 1993; Roesler et 
al., 1994; Shorrosh et al., 1994; Schulte et al„ 1994; Yanai et al., 1995). An exception to the 
above is Gramineae, in which both the plastidic and cytosolic ACCases are homodimers 
(Egli et al„ 1993; Gomicki et al., 1994; Konishi et al., 1996). 
The heteromeric, plastidic ACCase from plants (Kannangara and Stumpf, 1972; 
Sasaki et al., 1993; Alban et al., 1994, 1995; Konishi and Sasaki, 1994; Choi et al.. 1995; 
Shorrosh et al., 1995), like that of its bacterial homologues, readily dissociates. This feature 
has hindered the biochemical characterization of the plant enzyme. This manuscript reports 
the isolation and characterization of a full-length cDNA and the gene coding for the biotin 
carboxylase subunit of the heteromeric, chloroplastic ACCase of Arabidopsis thaliana. 
Consistent with the precedent established by CACl, the name of the Arabidopsis gene coding 
for the BCC subunit of the heteromeic ACCase (Ke et al., 1997), we label the biotin 
carboxylase gene, CAC2. The CAC2 cDNA was expressed in E. coli in a catalytically active 
form and its catalytic properties were characterized. The CACl mRNA was found to 
accumulate to highest levels in cells that are undergoing rapid growth and/or are in the 
process of oil deposition. We suggest that the activity of the heteromeric ACCase may be 
regulated both by mechanisms that control the transcription of the genes coding for its 
subunits and by metabolic effectors of biotin carboxylase activity. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Materials. Seeds of A. thaliana (L.) Heynh. ecotype Columbia were germinated in sterile 
soil and plants were grown at 250C. with constant illumination. The following items were 
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obtained from the Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center (Ohio State Universitj-, 
Columbus): a cDNA library in the vector lambda ZAP II (Stratagene), prepared from poly A 
RNA isolated from 3 d seedling hypocotyls of A. thaliana (L.) Heynh. ecotype Columbia 
(Kieber et al., 1993), a genomic library in the vector lambda FIX, prepared from DNA of A. 
thaliana (L.) Heynh. ecotype Landsberg erecta (Voytas et al., 1990), and the cDNA clone 
150M20T7 (Newman et al., 1994). 
Plasmids. The expression vector pGEX-CAC2 was obtained by cloning the 997-bp Sail 
fragment from 150M20T7 into the Sail site of pGEX-4T-2 (Pharmacia), such that the cDNA 
sequence was in frame with the GST gene. pET-CAC2 was obtained by cloning the 
Nspl52Al-Eco^ fragment from the full-length CAC2 cDNA into the Ndel/Eco^ sites of 
pET5a using an Ndel-Nspl52Al adaptor that encoded an S-tag peptide. Proteins containing 
the S-tag peptide can be detected or purified via their interaction with the S-protein derived 
from pancreatic ribonuclease A (Richards and Wyckoff, 1971). 
Isolation and characterization of macromolecules. Arabidopsis protein extracts were 
centrifiiged through Sephadex G25 to remove low molecular weight compounds (Nikolau et 
al., 1984). The CAC2 protein and protein-boimd biotin were detected by western analysis of 
protein extracts after SDS-PAGE. Antigen-antibody complexes and protein-bound biotin 
were detected with ^^Sj.protein A and ^^Sj.gtj-gptavidin (Nikolau et al., 1985), respectively. 
Nucleic acids were isolated and manipulated by standard techniques (Sambrook et al., 
1989). DNA sequencing was done at the Iowa State University DNA Facility on double-
stranded DNA templates using an ABI 373A DNA Sequencer. Both strands of all DNA 
fragments were sequenced at least twice. All computer-assisted analyses of nucleotide and 
predicted amino acid sequences were performed by utilizing the sequence analysis software 
package of the University of Wisconsin Genetics Computer Group (GCG; Madison, WI). 
The Arabidopsis genomic and cDNA libraries were screened by hybridization with 
the approximately 1-kb cDNA insert from 150M20T7. Approximately 200,000 recombinant 
phage from each library were grown on petri plates and replicated to nitrocellulose 
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membranes. The replica filters were incubated at 650C in hybridization solution (5x SSC. Ix 
Denhardt's solution, 0.2% (w/v) SDS, 10 mM EDTA, 0.1 mg/ml salmon sperm DNA, 10% 
(w/v) dextran sulfate, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0) with 32p.iabelled probe for 12 h. After 
hybridization, filters were washed at 65°C in 2x SSC, 0.5% (w/v) SDS, and subsequently 
with O.lx SSC and 0.1% (w/v) SDS. 
Recombinant proteins. The expression of recombinant proteins from pGEX-CAC2 and 
pET-CAC2 plasmids was undertaken in E. coli. Expression was induced with isopropylthio-
B-galactoside. The GST-CAC2 flision protein was purified by agarose-glutathione affinity 
chromatography as described by the manufacturer (Pharmacia) (Smith and Johnson. 1989). 
The mature fiill-length CAC2 protein was expressed from pET-CAC2 with an N-terminal S-
tag extension. Cells expressing this mature CAC2 recombinant protein were lysed by 
sonication. and the cell extract was clarified by centrifiigation (15,000g, 20 min). The 
supernatant was directly loaded to the S-tag-agarose affinity column; after extensive washing 
to remove non-bound proteins, the mature CAC2 protein was eluted with 2M guanidine 
thiocyanate. The denatured protein was renatured by dialysis against 10 mM Tris-HCl. pH 
8.0. 150mMNaCl. 
Assays. Biotin carboxylase activity was determined by the method of Guchhait et al. (1974). 
and as previously adapted for the plant enzyme (Nikolau et al., 1981; Alban et al.. 1995). In 
brief, we determined the rate of the biotin-dependent conversion of radioactivity from 
NaH^^C03 (unstable to CO-^-bubbling) into the carboxy-biotin product (stable to CO9-
bubbling). All assays were carried out in duplicate; control assays lacked biotin. Values of 
kinetic constants are averages of three determinations. 
ACCase activity was determined as the rate of as the rate of acetyl-CoA-dependent 
conversion of radioactivity from NaH^^C03 into an acid-stable product (Wurtele and 
Nikolau, 1990). Protein concentrations were determined by a Coomassie binding assay 
(Bradford, 1976). 
I 
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Immunological methods. Antiserum was generated in a female New Zealand White rabbit 
immunized with purified expressed GST-CAC2 fusion protein emulsified with Freund's 
Complete Adjuvant. Emulsion containing approximately 300 ^g of protein was injected 
intradermally at multiple sites on the back of the animal. Thirty days after the initial 
immunization, and at 2-week intervals thereafter, the rabbit was given muscular injections of 
150-200 fig of GST-CAC2 ftision protein emulsified in Freund's Incomplete Adjuvant. One 
week after each injection, 2-3 ml of blood was withdrawn firom the ear of rabbit. The blood 
was allowed to coagulate, and the serum collected. Alkaline phosphatase labeled S-protein 
was obtained from Novagen. 
In situ techniques, [n situ hybridization to RNA using paraffin-embedded sections was 
conducted as described previously (John et al., 1992; Ke et al., 1997). ^^S-labelled RNA 
probes (sense and antisense) were synthesized from a subclone consisting of the 3'-most 600 
nucleotides of the CAC2 cDNA. Tissue sections affixed to slides were hybridized, coated 
with nuclear track emulsion (Kodak NTB2), exposed for 3 d, and developed. Photographs 
were taken with a Leitz orthoplan microscope under bright-field illumination. In situ 
hybridization results were repeated three times using two sets of plant materials that had been 
independently processed, all of which gave similar results. 
RESULTS 
Isolation and characterization of the Arahidopsis CAC2 cDNA 
The cDNA clone, 150M20T7, was identified in the Arabidopsis collection of EST 
clones (Newman et al., 1994) because it codes for a peptide that shows a high degree of 
sequence similarity to the biotin carboxylase of E. coli and Anabaena (Li and Cronan, 
1992a; 1992b; Gomicki et al., 1993). This clone was fiilly sequenced and was found to be a 
partial copy of the corresponding mRNA. Later analyses showed that it encoded the 3\ 970-
bp segment of the full length cDNA clone. We isolated a full-length cDNA clone by 
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screening a cDNA iibrar>' made from mRNA isolated from 3-d old seeding hypocotyls of 
Arabidopsis (Kieber at al., 1993). Seven independent clones were isolated from 
approximately 200,000 recombinant bacteriophage. The longest of these, which we call 
CAC2, was 1995 bp in length. Beginning at position 119 of the nucleotide sequence is an 
"ATG" codon, which initiates a 1614-bp ORF, the longest open reading frame present on this 
cDNA. Upstream of this ATG are stop codons in all three reading frames. The 3' 
untranslated region contains a putative polyadenylation signal, ATAATTTT. which is located 
31 nucleotides upstream of the poly A addition site. 
The deduced polypeptide sequence encoded by the largest ORF is 537 amino acids, 
with a predicted molecular mass of 58 kD and a pi of 7.23 (Fig. 1). The sequence at the N-
terminus has features of a plastid targeting sequence (Keegstra et al.. 1989) and is about 35% 
identical to the chloroplast transit peptide of the tobacco biotin carboxylase (Shorrosh et al.. 
1995). The sequence homology between CAC2 and biotin carboxylase subunits from 
prokaryotes, which lack such transit peptides, begins immediately following this putative 
transit peptide, at residue 76. 
The deduced CAC2 protein sequence is most similar to the biotin carboxylase subunit 
of the heteromeric ACCases from a variety of organisms, including tobacco (84% identical), 
blue-green algae (65% identical) and other eubacteria (about 53% identical) (Fig I). Lesser, 
but still significant sequence identities occur between CAC2 and biotin carboxylase domains 
of other biotin-containing enzymes. These include, a biotin carboxylase subunit of a biotin-
containing enzyme of unidentified biochemical function of Methanococcus jannaschii (51% 
identical), propionyl-CoA carboxylase (44% identical), methylcrotonyl-CoA carboxylase 
(45% identical), pyruvate carboxylase (42% identical), and urea carboxylase (37% identical). 
The similarity between CAC2 and the biotin carboxylase domain of homomeric ACCases is 
lower, eg., CAC2 has 31% and 29% identity to the yeast and Arabidopsis homomeric 
ACCases, respectively. The sequence similarities between CAC2 and the homologs shown 
in Figure 1 are particularly high in four domains. These include the ATP-binding domain, 
and a domain that shows sequence similarity to carbamoyl phosphate synthetase (Toh et al.. 
1993). 
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The CAC2 cDNA codes for the biotin carboxylase subunit of the heteromeric ACCase of 
Arabidopsis. 
To directly confirm that CAC2 cDNA codes for the biotin carboxylase subunit of the 
heteromeric, plastid-localized ACCase, and to characterize the biochemical properties of the 
CAC2 protein we expressed it in £ coli (Fig. 2). An expressed GST-CAC2 fusion protein 
was used to generate antiserum (Fig. 2A). The resulting antiserum was used on western blots 
to identify the C AC2 protein in Arabidopsis leaf extracts (Fig. 2B). This anti-GST-CAC2 
serum, but not the control preimmune serum, reacts solely with a 51-lcD polypeptide, which 
is similar to the size of the mature CAC2 protein predicted from the cDNA sequence, and to 
that of the tobacco biotin carboxylase (Shorrosh et al., 1995). The anti-GST-CAC2 serum 
specifically inhibits ACCase activity in extracts from Arabidopsis (Fig. 3). This 
immimoinhibition is not complete, rather the antiserum inhibits about 80% of the activity 
found in extracts. These results indicate that the CAC2 cDNA codes for the biotin 
carboxylase subunit of the heteromeric ACCase. The approximately 20% of the ACCase that 
is resistant to immunoinhibition is probably due to the activity of the immunologically 
distinct homomeric ACCase. 
The mature CAC2 protein was expressed with an N-terminal S-tag-extension, from a 
pET5a derivative plasmid. The expressed 51-kD CAC2 protein was identified 
immunologically in extracts of E. coli with anti-GST-CAC2 serum (Fig. 2D, lane 1), and 
with alkaline phosphatase labeled S-protein (Fig. 2E, lane 1). The expressed CAC2 protein 
was mostly soluble, the majority being recovered in the 15,0005- supernatant of sonicated E. 
coli extracts. This protein was purified by affinity chromatography as described in the 
Materials and Methods. The purification of the expressed CAC2 protein was monitored 
immunologically (Fig. 2D and E). Some of the protein underwent partial proteolytic clipping 
during purification, so that the purified preparation contained, in addition to the intact CAC2 
protein, two slightly smaller polypeptides. 
The purified mature CAC2 protein was tested for its ability to catalyze the 
carboxylation of free biotin using an assay originally developed to characterize the biotin 
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carboxylase of E. coli (Guchhait et al., 1974), and subsequently used on the plant enz>'me 
(Nikolau et al., 1981; Alban et al., 1995). These experiments showed the expressed CAC2 
protein could catalyse the carboxylation of free biotin. The formation of '^C-carboxy-biotin 
was linear with incubation time, up to 30 min. and with increasing enzyme concentration 
(data not shown). This reaction was dependent upon the presence of biotin, ATP, HCO3' and 
Mg^"^ (Figs. 4 and 5). Hence, these data clearly and unequivocally prove that CAC2 is the 
biotin carboxylase subunit of the heteromeric ACCase. 
Having established that the CAC2 protein was active in catalyzing the biotin 
carboxylase reaction, we monitored the purification of the CAC2 protein by assaying for this 
activity. The purified CAC2 protein had a specific activity of about 15 nmor'min"'mg"'. 
which represented a 28-foId purification from the initial extract. In addition, the purified 
fraction contained about 20-30% of the biotin carboxylase activity found in the initial extract. 
The majority of the biotin carboxylase activity that was lost during purification occured 
during the final purification procedure, i.e., the S-tag affinity chromatography step. Judging 
from the western analyses of the purification fractions, most of this loss was due to lack of 
recovery of the CAC2 protein from the affinity matrix. However, the final specific activity is 
considerably lower than that obtained with the biotin carboxylase purified from pea (500 
nmor'min''mg''). This difference may be due to the fact that renaturation afler affinity 
chromatography was incomplete, or it may represent the fact that the purified pea biotin 
carboxylase preparation was a complex with the BCC subunit, which activates the enzymatic 
activity. Indeed, such activation of biotin carboxylase has been reported for the E. coli 
enzyme (Guchhait et al., 1974). 
Analysis of the catalytic properties of the recombinant biotin carboxylase 
The catalytic properties of the recombinant biotin carboxylase enzyme were 
characterized by determining the effect of increasing the concentration of each substrate on 
enzyme activity, while the concentrations of the other substrates were maintained at a 
constant concentration. In addition, the effect of changing pH on enzyme activity was 
determined. We determined the Kn, and for each substrate, and the pH optimum for 
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catalysis (the results of a typical experiment are shown in Figs. 4 and 5). The value of 
obtained from Lineweaver-Burk analyses of data in which biotin or bicarbonate 
concentrations were altered, are 15.7 ± 0.6 and 16.3 ± 0.9 nmol/min.mg protein, respectively 
(Fig. 4). The Kn, for these two substrates are 2.3 ± 0.1 mM and 88 ± 4 mM, respectively. 
Biotin carboxylase activity has an absolute requirement for Mg""^. When activity was 
assayed in the presence of 0.1 mM ATP, activity was undetectable unless Mg"^ was added to 
the assay (Fig. 5 A). Increasing Mg" concentration resulted in a hyperbolic increase in biotin 
carboxylase; maximal activity was observed when the Mg""/ATP molar ratio was 1. 
Increasing the concentration of Mg"^ above that of ATP resulted in inhibition of activity: 
when the Mg"^ concentration was 1 mM, biotin carboxylase activity was inhibited to 40% of 
maximal activity. When the Mg"^ concentration in the assay was maintained at 0.4 mM. 
increasing ATP concentration, up to 0.1 mM, resulted in a hyperbolic increase in biotin 
carboxylase activity (Fig. 5B). Further increases in ATP concentration had little effect on 
activity. The results obtained from these two experiments indicate that biotin carboxylase 
utilizes the Mg.ATP complex as the substrate, and that free Mg"" is an inhibitor of the 
en2yme. 
Biotin carboxylase activity showed a narrow pH optimum, with activity being 
relatively unaffected between pH 8.3 and 8.9, and maximal activity occurring at pH 8.6 (Fig. 
5C). Beyond this pH range, activity was drastically affected, particularly on the acidic side 
of the optimum; at pH 7.3 activity was 2% of optimum. 
Expression of the CAC2 gene in Arabidopsis 
The expression of the CAC2 gene was investigated by monitoring the accumulation of 
the biotin carboxylase protein and the CAC2 mRNA. These experiments showed that the 
expression of the CAC2 gene is developmentally regulated. The biotin carboxylase protein 
and CAC2 mRNA accumulate to maximal levels in expanding young leaves of l6-d old 
plants (Fig. 6, A and B, lanes 1) and bolting shoots of 45-d old plants (Fig. 6. A and B. lanes 
2). In contrast, both the biotin carboxylase protein and CAC2 mRNA are barely detectable in 
fully expanded leaves of 45-d old plants (Figs. 6. A and B, lanes 3). 
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To obtain a more detailed characterization of CAC2 expression, we examined the 
spatial distribution of the CAC2 mRNA by in situ hybridization (Fig. 7). Siliques at 7 DAF 
have ceased their expansion and contain embryos at the torpedo stage of development; these 
embryos are rapidly accumulating seed oil. In such siliques. the CAC2 mRNA accumulates 
to highest levels within the embryo; much less CAC2 mRNA is detectable in other tissues of 
the silique (Fig. 7A). In contrast, the CAC2 mRNA is evenly distributed among all the cells 
of an expanding leaf from a 9-d old plant (Fig. 7, B and C). 
Isolation and characterization of the CAC2 gene 
Arabidopsis DNA was digested with individual restriction endonucleases and 
subjected to electrophoresis and Southern blot analysis using the CAC2 cDNA insert as a 
probe. With the exception of the £coRI digest (a site which occurs within the CAC2 gene), 
the CAC2 probe hybridizes to a single DNA fragment (Fig. 6C). In very low stringency 
hybridization and wash conditions, additional weak hybridizing bands were observed; these 
probably represent genes for other biotin-containing enzymes that show low sequence 
similarity with the CAC2 cDNA. These observations indicate biotin carboxylase is probably 
encoded by a single nuclear gene. 
An Arabidopsis, ecotype Landsberg erecta, genomic library (Voytas et al.. 1990) was 
screened by hybridization with the CAC2 cDNA clone. Four hybridizing genomic clones 
were isolated. The 6-kb Sail fragment that is common to all these clones and that hybridizes 
to the CAC2 cDNA was subcloned into pBluescript SK (+). Sequencing of this fragment 
established that it contained the entire CAC2 gene (4265 bp), and 1296 bp upstream of the 
coding region and 490 bp downstream of the coding region (Fig. 8). The CAC2 gene 
contains 15 introns, which are between 75 nucleotides (intron 2) and 364 nucleotides (intron 
6) in length. The resulting 16 exons range from 49 nucleotides (exon 14) to 343 nucleotides 
(exon 2) in length. The 3'-end of the transcribed region of the gene is at position 5345 
(numbered relative to the adenosine of the first ATG codon). The ATP binding site spans 
exon 5 and exon 6. The sequences at the intron-exon junctions are similar to the other plant 
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genes (Brown 1989; Ghislain et al.. 1994); in the CAC2 gene, the preferred sequences are 5'-
exon-GT-intron-AG-exon-3'. 
The exact S'-end of the transcribed region of the CAC2 gene has not been determined, 
although it must be at, or slightly upstream of, -119, the S'-end of the longest CAC2 cDNA 
we sequenced. A putative TATA box, with the sequence TATAA, is located begirming at 
nucleotide -248. Since TATA boxes usually occur between -40 and -20 of the transcription 
start site, the 5' end of exon 1 may be located between -220 and -200. Upstream of the 
coding region, the CAC2 gene contains several sequence motifs that have been shown to be 
important in regulating the transcription of plant genes in response to environmental and 
developmental signals. These include the I-box and GT-l-box, which have been implicated 
in light-stimulated transcription of genes (Terzaghi and Cashmore. 1995), the G-box for 
ABA-stimulation (Guiltinan et al., 1990; Salinas et al., 1992), the E-box for seed-specific 
expression (Kawagoe and Murai, 1992), and the GARE-boxes, which are implicated in GA-
stimulation of gene expression (Lanahen et al., 1992; Rogers and Rogers, 1992). 
Lastly, the sequence 5' of the coding region contains extensive nested duplications. 
The most pronounced is a direct repeat of the segment from -47 to -559, which is repeated, 
with 80% sequence identity, between positions -870 and -1410 (repeats R1 and R-2, Fig. 8). 
Within these two direct repeats are a number of short sequence repeats; namely, the 
pentanucleotide, GCGTT, and the dinucleotide, CT, which are found in up to ten repetitions. 
In addition, R-2 contains a 45 nucleotide identical tandem duplication beginning at position -
1137; a very similar sequence occurs in R-1 begirming at position -224. The functional 
significance and evolutionary origins of these duplications are unclear. 
DISCUSSION 
In plants, de novo fatty acid biosynthesis from acetate occurs in plastids. In most 
flowering plants, the first committed reaction of this pathway is catalyzed by the heteromeric 
ACCase. This enzyme has only recently been identified and thus its quaternary structure and 
regulation are still not fully defined. The enzyme consists of four subunits. three of which 
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are nuclear-encoded and one is plastid-encoded. The characterization of the heteromeric 
ACCase is complicated by the fact that it undergoes dissociation during isolation. We have 
taken a molecular biological approach to investigate the structure and regulation of this 
enzyme. Previously we reported the cloning and characterization of the cDNA (Choi et al.. 
1995) and gene (Ke et al., 1997) coding for the BCC subunit of the heteromeric ACCase of 
Arabidopsis. In this study we report the isolation and characterization of the protein, cDNA 
and gene coding for the biotin carboxylase subunit of the Arabidopsis enzyme. 
Primary structure of the biotin carboxylase subunit 
The catalytic carboxylation of acetyl-CoA to form malonyl-CoA occurs in two steps: 
the ATP-dependent carboxylation of the enzyme-bound biotin prosthetic group, and the 
transfer of the carboxyl group from biotin to acetyl-CoA to form malonyl-CoA. Biotin 
carboxylase catalyzes the first of these two half-reactions. We determined that the 
Arabidopsis CAC2 cDNA codes for biotin carboxylase by three criteria. Sequence similarity 
to biotin carboxylase subunits of heteromeric ACCases from tobacco, cyanobacteria and 
eubacteria; immunoinhibition of ACCase activity by antibodies directed against the GST-
CAC2 fusion protein; direct demonstration that the expressed CAC2 protein can catalyze the 
in vitro carboxylation of biotin. 
The primary sequence of biotin carboxylase structural domains of all known biotin-
containing enzymes show high conservation, particularly in four distinct subdomains. The 
biochemical function of two of these are identifiable via sequence comparisons, the ATP-
binding site, and a domain that is similar to carbamoyl-phosphate synthetase (Toh et al., 
1993). This latter domain is probably involved in the synthesis of the product of biotin 
carboxylase, carboxy-biotin, a reaction mechanistically related to the synthesis of carbamoyl 
phosphate. The biochemical functions of the other two domains (BC-1 and BC-2) are 
unclear. 
These sequence comparisons reveal the potential evolutionary origin of the higher 
plant biotin carboxylase. Figiu*e 9 presents an unrooted phylogenetic tree showing the 
relationship between biotin carboxylase structural domains of biotin-containing enzymes. 
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The higher plant biotin carboxylases occur in a clade that contains all other known 
heteromeric ACCases (cyanobacterial and eubacterial). In addition, this clade contains an 
archaeal biotin carboxylase (from Methanococcus jannaschii). The biochemical function of 
this latter biotin carboxylase is as yet imknown; it is unlikely to be a subunit of a heteromeric 
ACCase as there is no evidence that archaea synthesize fatty acids or have genes that code for 
the other subunits of an ACCase. This clade, which contains the biotin carboxylase of 
heteromeric ACCases, is most distant from the clade that contains the biotin carboxylase 
domain of homomeric ACCases, which are present in the cytosol of plants and other 
eukaryotes. We noted a similar phylogenetic relationship between the BCC domains of the 
homomeric and heteromeric ACCases (Choi et al., 1995). Hence, sequence comparisons of 
both BCC and biotin carboxylase domains indicate that the homomeric and heteromeric 
ACCases have distinct evolutionary origins. 
These sequence comparisons group the biotin carboxylase domains into clades that 
have similar domain organizations. The CAC2-containing clade has enzymes in which the 
biotin carboxylase domain occurs as a separate subunit. In other clades, the biotin 
carboxylase domain is flised with the BCC domain or with the BCC plus carboxyltransferase 
domains. Because similar domain organizations occur in distant clades we suggest that 
fusions of structural domains have occurred repeatedly during the evolution of biotin-
containing enzymes. 
Biochemical characterization of biotin carboxylase 
The biochemical properties of the Arabidopsis biotin carboxylase were determined 
with the recombinant enzyme produced by expressing the CAC2 cDNA in E. coli. During 
affinity purification, the expressed protein was denatured, and subsequently renatured by 
dialysis. This renatured protein was catalytically active in carboxylating free biotin. Hence, 
as with the £. coli enzyme (Guchhait et al., 1974), the plant biotin carboxylase can catalyze 
the first half of the ACCase reaction independent of the other subunits of the enzyme (i.e.. the 
BCC and carboxyltransferase subimits). This finding contrasts with the pea leaf ACCase, in 
which biotin carboxylase activity was lost upon separation from the BCC subunit (Alban et 
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al., 1995). One explanation for this difference is that the biotin carboxylase subunit in the 
preparations of Alban et al. (1995) was proteolytically degraded during isolation; they 
reported a biotin carboxylase subunit of about 32 kD, whereas, the molecular mass of this 
subunit is predicted to be 51 kD. 
Alban et eil. (1995) characterized the catalytic properties of the biotin carboxylase 
reaction using a preparation from pea that contained both the BCC subunit and a degraded 
biotin carboxylase subunit in a complex. We have characterized the catalytic properties of 
the expressed recombinant biotin carboxylase of Arabidopsis. The apparent values we 
obtained for two of the substrates of the enzyme, bicarbonate and biotin, are similar to those 
obtained with botli the E. coli biotin carboxylase (Guchhait et al., 1974) and pea biotin 
carboxylase-BCC complex (Alban et al., 1995). The values of the Michaelis constants we 
obtained are similar to those obtained by Alban et al. (1995), indicating that binding of 
bicarbonate and biotin to the biotin carboxylase subunit is not affected by the presence of the 
BCC subunit. 
Additional characterizations of the recombinant biotin carboxylase indicate that, as 
with most other biotin-containing enzymes (Diez et al., 1994), biotin carboxylase has an 
absolute requirement for Mg"^, using Mg.ATP as a substrate. However, in marked contrast 
to the pea biotin carboxylase-BCC complex, which was inhibited by free ATP (Alban et al.. 
1995), the Arabidopsis biotin carboxylase was inhibited by free Mg^^. This difference may 
be due to the fact that the pea enzyme preparation was a complex of biotin carboxylase and 
BCC, and/or due to the fact that the pea preparation had a highly degraded biotin carboxylase 
subunit. Biotin carboxylase activity of Arabidopsis and pea (Alban et al., 1995) was 
markedly affected by pH, with optimum activity occurring at pH 8.6, and undetectable 
activity at pH 7.0. 
The catalytic properties of biotin carboxylase may provide a mechanistic explanation 
for the light-dependency of fatty acid biosynthesis in chloroplasts. Changes in the 
chloropleistic acetyl-CoA and malonyl-CoA pool sizes during light/dark transitions are 
consistent with fatty acid biosynthesis being regulated by modulations in ACCase activity 
(Post-Beitteruniller et al., 1992). The stromal pH changes from pH 8.2 to 7.0 in the transition 
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from light to dark. Our kinetic characterizations indicate that such a decrease in pH would 
cause a dramatic decrease in biotin carboxylase activity. Hence, these studies of biotin 
carboxylase reinforce and extend an earlier suggestion (Nikolau and Hawke. 1984) that 
changes in stromal pH would cause alterations in ACCase activity (mediated by changes in 
biotin carboxylase), which makes de novo fatty acid biosynthesis light-dependent. 
In addition, light/dark induced changes in the stromal concentration of ATP, ADP and 
Mg~"^have been suggested to affect ACCase activity (Eastwell and Stumpf, 1983; Nikolau 
and Hawke, 1984). Although in vitro biotin carboxylase activity is modulated by changes in 
ATP and Mg~* concentrations (Fig. 5), these effects occur in the range of 0.1-1 mM 
concentrations, which are below the range of the stromal concentrations of these effectors (1-
3 mM). However, recent findings indicate that the chloroplastic ACCase along with acetyl-
CoA synthetase and the fatty acid synthase enzymes may be in a multienzyme complex 
(Roughan and Ohlrogge, 1996). This complex seems to sequester and recycle a small pool of 
ATP/ADP nucleotides it requires for catalysis. Hence, the actual concentration of ATP and 
ADP at the active site of biotin carboxylase is unknown. Therefore, the effect of changing 
ATP and Mg"^ concentrations (in the range of O.l-l mM) on biotin carboxylase activity may 
be physiologically significant in controlling ACCase activity and hence fatty acid synthesis. 
Expression of the CAC2 gene in Arabidopsis 
The pattern of CAC2 gene expression mirrors that previously observed for the CACl 
gene encoding the BCC subunit of the heteromeric ACCase (Choi et al., 1995; Ke et al., 
1997). Furthermore, accumulation of the CACl and CAC2 gene products is maximal in cells 
that are actively synthesizing fatty acids. These tissues include yoimg expanding rosette 
leaves, bolting shoots, and the embryos within 7-DAF siliques. The former two are each 
actively synthesizing fatty acids for the deposition of membrane lipids needed for growth, 
and the embryos are rapidly depositing seed oils. In contrast, CAC2 and CACl mRNAs were 
barely detectable in mature rosette leaves and non-embryonic tissues of 7-DAF siliques, 
which are not undergoing growth or oil deposition. These data indicate that developmentally 
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induced changes in the activity of the heteromeric ACCase are at least partially controlled by 
mechanisms that coordinately regulate the accumulation of individual subunit mRNAs. 
Structure of the CAC2 gene 
Southern blot analyses of Arabidopsis DNA probed with the CAC2 cDNA indicate 
that the biotin carboxylase subunit is encoded by a single copy gene. This conclusion was 
substantiated by the fact that screening of 15 genomic equivalents of an Arabidopsis genomic 
library resulted in the isolation of four overlapping genomic clones that contain the CAC2 
gene. Comparison of the sequence of a 6-kb Sail fragment that contains the entire CAC2 
gene with the CAC2 cDNA identified the 16 exons that constitute the CAC2 coding region. 
The nucleotide sequence of these exons correspond to the nucleotide sequence of the CAC2 
cDNA, with the exception of a 2-bp deletion in the 5'-untranslated region, and G to T and T 
to G substitutions at positions 1549 and 1588 of the cDNA sequence. All of these differences 
are silent and do not affect the biotin carboxylase amino acid sequences. These differences 
represent polymorphisms between the Columbia (source of the CAC2 cDNA clone) and 
Lands berg erecta (source of the CAC2 gene clone) ecotype genomes. 
The CAC2 promoter contains sequence motifs that have been shown to be significant 
in the transcriptional regulation of other genes. Four of these motifs are also present in the 
promoter of the CACl gene that codes for the BCC subunit of the heteromeric ACCase: the 
GT-l-box, the I-box, and the G-box, which are important in light-regulated transcription 
(Terzaghi and Cashmore, 1995), and the E-box, which along with the G-box is important in 
specifying high rates of seed-specific transcription (Guiltinan et al., 1990; Kawagoe and 
Murai, 1992). Although the functionality of these motifs need to be experimentally 
confirmed, the fact that the promoters of genes coding for two ACCase subunits have a 
common set of putative regulatory motifs, suggests that these motifs may have a functional 
role in controlling and potentially coordinating the transcription of these two genes. Indeed, 
coordination of the genes coding for the ACCase subunits would enable the organism to 
conservatively produce the appropriate stochiometry of each of the ACCase subunits. The 
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evidence we have to date is consistent with such coordination being at least partially 
controlled at the level of gene transcription. 
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Figure 1. Tiie amino acid sequence of tiie CAC2 protein compared to sequences of other biotin carboxylase domains. The 
CAC2 sequence (bc.at) was deduced from the nucleotide sequence of the corresponding cDNA, which has been deposited 
in the GenBank database and assigned the accession No. U90879. The sequences of the following biotin carboxylase 
structural domains are compared: tobacco (bc.tob) (Shorrosh et al., 1995); Anabaena (bc-anb) (Gornicki et al., 1993); 
Synechococcus PCC7942 (bc.syn) (GenBank accession U59234); M. jannaschii (bc.mth) (Bult et al., 1996); E. coli 
(bc.col) (Kondo et al., 1991; Li and Cronan, 1992a); residues 1 to 520 of the a subunit of human propionyl-CoA 
carboxylase (pcc.hum) (Lamhonwah et al, 1986); residues 1-500 of methylcrotonyl-CoA carboxylase from Arahidopsis 
(mcc.al) (Weaver et al., 1995); residues 1-550 of human pyruvate carboxylase (pyc.hum) (Wexler el al., 1994); residues 
551-1100 of yeast urea carboxylase (uc.ysl) (Genbauffe and Cooper, 1991); residues 1-600 of yeast ACCase (acc.yst) 
(Walid el al., 1992; Halilacher el al., 1993); and residues 1-600 of Arabidopsis homomeric ACCase (acc.at) (Roesler et al., 
1994; Yanai et al., 1995). Residues that are identical in six sequences including the CAC2 sequence are shaded black, 
conservative substitutions are shaded grey. Gaps introduced to maximize alignments are indicated by periods. Four 
highly conserved subdomains are identifiable; the ATP-binding site (residues 223-242), the biotin carboxylation site with 
similarity to carbamoyl phosphate synthetase (residues 344-391), BC-1 (residues 75-120), and BC-2 (residues 278-316). 
The functional significance of the BC-1 and BC-2 subdomains are unclear. 
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Figure 1. The amino acid sequence of {he CAC2 proici/i (•f)'npnred wiih sequences o( o(her biolin carboxylase domains. The 
CAC2 sequence (bc.ai) was deduced from the nucleoiide scqucncc uf il\e corresponding cDNA, which has been deposiied 
in (he GenBank database and assigned acccssion no. U00(i79. Tt^c sequences of (he followinp, biolin carboxylase sirucuiral 
domains are compared; tobacco (bc.lob; Shorrosl) ei al., lOOS); A/M/;;»ono |bc-anb; Cornickl el al., 1 993); Synechococcus 
PCC79^2 Ibc.syn; CenBank accession no. U5923^); A'f. ji-\nn,iic)w (bc.rnih; Bull et a!., 1996); f. coli (be.col; Kondo el al., 
199); Li and Oonan, 1992a); residues ] lo 520 oi i/ie o-subunit of human propionyl-CoA carboxylase (pcc.hum; 
Lamhonwah el al., 1906); residues 1 (o 500 of fneil\ylcfoionyl CoA carboxylase from Arabidopsis (mcc.ai; Weaver ei al., 
1 995); residues 1 to 550 of human pyruvate caiboxyl.iic (pyc hum; Wcxlcr ei al., 1994); residues 551 to 1100 of yeasi urea 
carboxylase (uc.yst; Cenbauffe and Cooper, 1901); rc^itluc^ 1 lo 600 of yeast ACCase (acc.yst; Walid el al., 1992; 
Hasslacher el al., 1 993); and residues 1 to 600 of Ar.ibulopsis homorneric ACCase (acc.at; Roesler ci al., 199'1; Ynnai et al., 
1995). Residues l)»a{ arc identical in six scquonccs, incliidm|» ihe CAC2 scqucncc, arc shaded black; conservative 
substitutions are shaded gray. Caps introduced to n\a>;in\uo .•\Uj',i\(uents arc indicated by periods. Four highly conserved 
subdomait^s arc identifiable: the ATP-binilinj', site trrsiiliirs i^5.V}'l2), il)c biolin carboxylalion site with similarity (o 
carbamoyl j)hn5phatc synthci.isc (rr.Otiucs .1-11- 3'> I), Mr I tif.idur'. /5-1 2f)J, .intJ BC-2 (residues 27f)-3 16). The functional 
signilicancc of the UC-l and BC-2 subdon^ains an; um Irsu. 
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Figure 2. Heterologous expression of CAC2 and its immunological identification in 
Arabidopsis. (A) Expression of a GST-CAC2 fusion protein from the vector pGEX-
CAC2. Extracts from E. coli harbouring pGEX-4T-2 (lane 1) and pGEX-CAC2 (lane 2) 
were subjected to SDS-PAGE and stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue. The positions of 
the nonrecombinant GST protein (>) and the recombinant GST-CAC2 protein (<) are 
indicated. Each lane contained 30 |ig of protein. (B) An aliquot of Arabidopsis leaf 
extract (50 |ag protein) was subjected to SDS-PAGE and western blot analysis using either 
anti-GST-CAC2 serum (lane 1) or preimmune control serum (lane 2). The 51-lcD CAC2 
protein is marked (*). (C) The mature CAC2 protein was expressed in E. coli from the 
vector pET-CAC2 as described in the Materials and Methods. SDS-PAGE gel stained with 
Coomassie Brilliant Blue of the I5,000g- supernatant of an extract from E. coli harbouring 
pET-CAC2 (30 |ig protein; lane I) and the affinity-purified mature CAC2 protein (0.5 fig 
protein; lane 2). (D) A gel identical to one shown in panel C subjected to western blot 
analysis using anti-GST-CAC2 serum. (E) A gel identical to one shown in panel C 
subjected to western blot analysis using alkaline phosphatase labeled S-protein. 
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Figures. Immune inhibition of ACCase activity by anti-GST-CAC2 serum. Increasing 
amounts of either preimmune or anti-GST-CAC2 serum were added to an Arabidopsis leaf 
extract. After a 1-h incubation on ice, residual ACCase activity was determined. ACCase 
specific activity in the extract v/ithout added serum was 13.5 nmol/min.mg. 
Figure 4. Lineweaver-Burk analysis of the dependence of biotin carboxylase activity on 
substrate concentration. Unless otherwise stated the concentrations of the assay 
components were 50 mM biotin, 5 mM NaHC03, ImM ATP and 0.5 mM MgCl-;). (A) 
The purified recombinant biotin carboxylase was assayed in the presence of the indicated 
concentrations of NaHC03. The inset shows the effect of changing NaHC03 
concentration on enzyme activity. (B) The purified recombinant biotin carboxylase was 
assayed in the presence of the indicated concentrations of biotin. The inset shows the effect 
of changing biotin concentration on enzyme activity. 
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Figure 5. Effect of changing Mg- , ATP, and pH on biotin carboxylase activity. Unless 
otherwise stated the concentrations of the assay components were 50 mM biotin, 5 mM 
NaHC03, ImM ATP and 0.5 mM MgCb. (A) The purified recombinant biotin 
carboxylase was assayed at the indicated concentrations of MgCl9, while ATP 
concentration was maintained at 0.4 mM. (B) The purified recombinant biotin 
carboxylase was assayed at the indicated concentrations of ATP. while MgCb 
concentration was maintained at 0.1 mM. (C) The purified recombinant biotin 
carboxylase was assayed at the indicated pH. using Tris-bis-propane-HCl as the buffer. 
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Figure 6. Expression and detection of the CAC2 gene in Arabidopsis. (A) Western blot 
analysis of protein extracts isolated from rosette leaves of 16-d old plants (lane I), bolting 
shoots of 45-d old plants (lane 2). and rosette leaves of 45-d old plants (lane 3). The biotin 
carboxylase protein was detected immunologically with anti-GST-CAC2 serum. Each lane 
contained 50 fig of protein. (B) Northern blot analysis of RNA isolated from rosette 
leaves of I6-d old plants (lane 1), bolting shoots of 45-d old plants (lane 2). and rosette 
leaves of 45-d old plants (lane 3). The CAC2 mRNA was detected by probing the blots 
with the CAC2 cDNA. Each lane contained 10 \ig of RNA. (C) Southern blot analysis of 
Arabidopsis DNA digested with 5a/wHI, £"coRJ. ^coRV. and HindlW and probed with the 
CAC2 cDNA. 
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Figure 7. Spatial distribution of the CAC2 mRNA among tissues of expanding leaves and 
siliques. In situ hybridization analyses of the CAC2 mRNA on microscopic sections using 
^^S-Iabelled antisense (A. B) and sense (C) RNA probes (see Materials and Methods). (A) 
Embryo within a developing silique at 7 DAP. Bar = 43 |im. (B) Expanding leaf from a 
9-d old plant. Bar =135 |im. (C) Expanding leaf from a 9-d old plant (control). Sections 
were stained with Toluidine Blue O. Bar = 135 [im. w = silique wall; ii = inner 
integument of ovule; oi = outer integument of ovule; e = embryo; ue = upper epidermis; le 
= lower epidermis; vb = vascular bundle. 
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Figure 8. Schematic representation of the structure of the CAC2 gene of Anibidopsis. The nucleotide sequence of an 
approximately 6-kb Sal\ genomic fragment containing the CAC2 gene was determined. Exons are represented by shaded 
boxes, and noncoding regions (inlrons, 5'-, and 3'-untranscribed segments) are represented by solid lines. Positions of the 
translational start codon ('aTG), stop codon (^^^^TGA), and sequence motifs upstream of the first exon that may be 
important in the regulation of the transcription of the CAC2 gene are indicated (Gasser and Laemli, 1986; Guiltinan et al., 
1990; Kawagoe and Murai, 1992; Terzaghi and Cashmere, 1995). The major direct duplications (R-1 at\d R-2) in the 
promoter are indicated by bold arrows. Nucleotides are numbered relative to the translational start codon, and are shown 
as superscripts. The sequence of the CAC2 gene has been deposited with GeneBank, and is assigned Accession Number 
174 
Figure 9. Phylogenetic and structural relationships between biotin carboxylase structural 
domains. The single most parsimonious unrooted tree obtained with the DISTANCES and 
GROWTREE functions of the GCG sequence analysis package is shown. In this 
phylogram, sequences with the least divergence have the shortest branches. Distances are 
estimated as the number of substitutions per 100 amino acid residues. On the right is a 
schematic representation of the domain organization of the polypeptide that contains the 
biotin carboxylase structural domain. Biotin carboxylase (BC), BCC, and 
carboxyltransferase (CT). Biotin carboxylase structural domains are compared from: 
biotin carboxylases from E. coli (bc.col) (Kondo et al., 1991; Li and Cronan, 1992a), 
Haemophilus influenzae (bc.hem) (Fleischmann et al., 1995), Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
(bc.psy) (Best and Knauf, 1993), M Jannaschii (bc.mth) (Bult et al., 1996), Bacillus 
subtilis (bc.bsu) (Marini et al., 1995), Anabaena (bc-anb) (Gomicki et al., 1993), 
Synechococcus PCC7942 (bc.syn) (GenBank accession U59234), Arabidopsis (bc.at) (this 
paper), tobacco (bc.tob) (Shorrosh et al., 1995); residues 1 to 600 of the homomeric 
ACCases from soybean (acc.soy) (Anderson et al., 1995), Arabidopsis (acc.at) (Roesler et 
al., 1994; Yanai et al., 1995), yeast ACCase (acc.yst) (Walid et al., 1992; HaBlacher et al., 
1993); residues 1-550 of pyruvate carboxylases from Aedes aegypti (pyc.aa) (GenBank 
accession L36530), humans (pyr.hum) (Wexler et al., 1994), Bacillus stearothermophilus 
(pyc.bst) (GenBank accession D83706); residues I to 500 of the a subunit of propionyl-
CoA carboxylases from humans (pcc.hum) (Lamhonwah et al, 1986), Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis (pcc.myt) (Norman et al., 1994); residues 1-500 of methylcrotonyl-CoA 
carboxylase from Arabidopsis (mcc.at) (Weaver et al., 1995); residues 1-500 of acyl-CoA 
carboxylases from Corynebacterium glutamicum (alcc.cg) (Jager et al., 1996), M leprae 
(alcc.myl) (Norman et al., 1994), Saccharopolyspora erythraea (alcc.sbc) (Donadio et al., 
1996); and residues 551-1100 of yeast urea carboxylase (uc.yst) (Genbauffe and Cooper, 
1991) 
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